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when it “rained, not water, but fire and red-hot s!ones.” 
The Mexican Annals Of Cuauhtitlan tells about 

“FIRE RAN ALONG THE 

Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745-3 137 Jan. 12, 1997 GROUND” 

The Hammers Of The Gods 
The Popul Vuh, the sacred writings of the Mayan 

Indians, said: “It was ruin and destruction. ..the sea was 

“Comet On Collision Course With Earth!” 
piled up...it was a great inundation...people. were 
drowned in a sticky substance raining from the sky.... 
The face of the Earth grew dark, and the gloomy rain 
endured days and nights.. . And then there was a. 

l/12/97 CALVIN BURGIN 
RIVERS OF BLOOD great din of fire above their heads.” 

The Manuscript Quiche said: “There descended 
What would’you do, if the government made that from the sky a rain of bitumen and of a sticky sub- 

announcement? Can you even conceive the mass chaos A. H. Gardiner translated an Egyptian eyewitness stance.... The Earth was obscured and it rained day 
and fear that would ensue? account (of what seems to be the same time period as and night; And men ran hither and thither and were as 

Lucifer’s Hammer is a book about what might hap- the Exodus) found in an ancient papyrus, in Admoni- if seized by madness; they tried to climb to the roofs, 
pen if a comet struck the Earth. The fictional comet tions An Egyptian Sage From A Hieratic Papyrus and the houses crashed down; they tried to climb the 

was called the “H-B” OK Hamner-Brown Comet, named In Leiden, generally called Papyrus Ipuwer. Here are trees, and the trees cast them far away; and when they 

after the discoverers. The book was written in 1977 some quotes from the Egyptian sage Ipuwer: tried to .escape in caves and caverns, these were sud- 
and was dedicated to Neil Armstrong, Buz Aldrin, “The river is blood.” denly closed.” 
Michael Collins, and to the men who died in the Moon “Men shrink from tasting; human beings thirst af- The Annals of Cuauhtitlan also tell of the “Sun of 
exploration program, Roger Chaffee, Gus Grisson, Ed ter water,” and “That is our water! That is our happi- fire-rain”. 
White, Georgi Dobrovolsky, Viktor Patsayev, Nikolai ness! What shall we do in respect thereof? All is ruin.” Holmberg, Finno-Ugric, Siberian Mythology, p. 
Volkov, and “all the others”. fpuwer 5:5 tells of the “very grievous murrain” that 368, says the Voguls tell “God sent a sea of fire upon 

Back in the 197Os, I was coordinator for a special fell from the sky. the Earth..... ,The cause of the fire they call ‘the fire- 
interest group, called a SIG, known as the Doomsday And on the other side of the world during this same water’.” 
SIG. We had a newsletter called the Doomsday Club time period, the Manuscript Quiche, quoted in Holmberg, p. 369, also tells of the aboriginal tribes 
News and Intelligence Report. We discussed what such Brasseur, I, 130, tells that the Sun ceased moving, there in the East @dies who told of the “water of fire” that 

a scenario might portend. Would the government warn were great earthquakes, and the water turned to blood. killed’most people. 

us? What is the likelihood of such an encounter? Has A red dust.fell on all the Earth, causing all water Ipuwer &id: UGates, columns, and walls are con- 
it ever happened before? to turn red and be described as like blood. Apollodorus sumed by fire. The sky is in confusion.” He said man- 

Now, some people are very curious about or dis- tells of the mountain “Haemus” (blood) receiving its kind was almost exterminated. 
turbed by a giant “H-B” comet that has appeared, name because of the “stream of blood which gushed A number of texts in the Midrashim tell: “The 
called, not Hamner-Brown, but Hale-Bopp. There are out of the mountain.” This was during a battle be- Egyptians refused to let the Israelites go, and He poured 
rumors and speculation that it is on a collision course tween Zeus and Typhon, and Typhon was struck by a out naphtha over them, burning blains [blisters].” 
with Earth, or that it may come dose enough to influ-’ thunderbolt. Zeus is the Greek equivalent of the Ro- Naphtha is Hebrew and Aramaic for petroleum. 
ence Earth’s orbit, or it may make Earth tilt or do a man Jupiter (Zeus-piter, Zeus of Peter rank, Peter com- Philo in On The Eternity Of The World, said: “And 

magnetic shift. This material has been written about ing from the Hebrew PTR which is translated as inter- what does natural history tell us? Destruction of things 
elsewhere and I will not repeat it here. preter. The interpreters in these religions were called on Earth, destructions not of all at once but of a very 

Some wonder if Hale-Bopp might be the “Worm- “Peters”.). Typhon was a comet. This comet inter- large number, are attributed by it to two principal 
wood” of Rev. 8: 11, or might be the Nibiru (also called acted with the planets Jupiter and Earth, causing the causes, the tremendous onslaughts of fire and water. 
Marduk) written about by Zecharia Sitchin in his 12th events of the Exodus and causing myths to be built to These two visitations, we are told, descend in turns 
Planet and Earth Chronicles books (also especially explain what happened, after very long cycles of years. When the agent is the 
Genesis Revisited). Sitchin got his information by The Finnish epos of Kaievafa tells of cosmic up- conflagration, a stream of heaven-sent fire pours out 

reading clay tablets discovered in and recovered from heaval when the Earth was sprinkled with red milk. from above and spreads over many places and over- 
Iraq, anciently known as Mesopotamia or Babylon or The Altai Tartars tells of when “blood turns the whole runs great regions of the inhabited Earth.” 
Sumer. Others say this is all superstitious nonsense, world red”. 
and that it has been millions of years since a really big When the Israelites left Egypt, everything was cov- 
comet hit Earth. ered with red dust. They passed through the Red Sea, DARKNESS FOR 

which received its name because it was blood red, al- 
though now it is deep blue. 

CAN IT HAPPEN AGAIN? name meanS red dust. 
They entered Edom, which THREE DAYS 

After the red dust, there was a plague of “small 

There is no evidence, [only] if you ignore the evi- dust” like “ashes of the furnace”. This was followed 
dence. Those who say that it has been millions of years by a “very grievous hail”. The word “hail” in Hebrew 

since a big comet or meteor hit the Earth are simply is “barad” and means “meteorites”. 
ignoring the mass of written, ejle-witness accounts that According to all the other accounts, a comet ap- 
say otherwise. proached the Earth. The small, hot dust preceded the 

Let’s examine some of that evidince. Christians rain of meteorites as the Earth entered into the tail of 

say they believe strange things took place in Egypt at the comet, and red dust fell to the ground. The “thun- 
the time they call the Exodus, but few try to under- der” in Hebrew is “kolot” which means “loud noises”. 
stand what really happened. There is in fact much evi- Hebrew for “thunder” is “raam”. The loud noises were 

dence that something happened sometime or other, at caused by the crack of high-speed meteorites streak‘ng 
the time and event that Christians call the “Exodus” through the air and crashing into the ground. 

but perhaps was a much greater story than has been Ipuwer said: “Cattle are left to stray, and there is 

told. I will assume you are aware of the Biblical story, none tb gather them together. Each man fetches for 

so will bring to your attention other, lesser known, sto- himself those that are branded with his name.” 

Ancient Hebrkw writings tell that as the Earth went 
further into the tail of the comet, an exceedingly strong 
wind blew for seven days. On the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth days there was total darkness. Josephus said 
“their eyes were blinded by it and their breath choked.” 

Griffith (The Antiquities Of Tel-el-Yahudiyeh And 

Misc. Work in Lower Egypt In 1887-88) tells of a black 
granite shrine found along the border of Egypt and 
Palestine which says: “The land was in great afflic- 
tion. Evil fell on this Earth.... There was a great up- 
heaval in the residence.. . . Nobody could leave the pal- 
ace during nine days, and during these nine days of 
upheaval there was such a tempest that neither men 
nor gods [the royal family] could see the faces of those 
beside them.” 

ries. 
__- 

Opinions of the CONTACT contributors 

are their own and do not necessarily reflect 

those ofthe CONTACTstaff or management. 

“Trees are destroyed, ” “No fruits, no herbs are Exodus IO:22: “And there was a thick darkness in 

found,” “ Grain has perished on every side, ” “That has all the land of Egypt three days. They saw not one 
perished which yesterday was seen. The land is left to another, neither rose any from his place for three days.” 
its weariness like the cutting of flax.” The difference in the amount of days of darkness in 

A Buddhist text called Visuddhi-Magga tells of the the various accounts was caused by the fact that there 
dust, fine sand, pebbles on up to boulders crashing to was no way to keep track of the passage of time. 
the ground while “worlds clash withporlds”. The shrine text above continues and tells of the 
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pharaoh pursuing the “evil-doers” to “Pi-Kiroti” (com- 
TIDES out representatives to learn anew where the four direc- 

pare Exodus 14:9) and tells of the pharaoh pursuing tions were. Catastrophes had occurred, so that the 
the “evil-doers” into a whirlpool in the sea. “Now when people no longer knew the directions or the seasons. 
the Majesty fought with the evil-doers in this pool, the The Chinese tell of & time when the Sun did not In The Shoe-king, it tells: “Thereupon Yaou com- 
place of the whirlpool, the evil-doers prevailed not over set for ten days, the world was in flames, and tides manded He and Ho, in reverent accordance with the 
his Majesty. His Majesty leapt into the place of the “overtopped the great heights, threatening the heav- wide heavens, to calculate and delineate the movements 
whirlpool.” ens with their floods”. and appearances of the Sun, the Moon, the stars, and 

Tribes in Sudan tell of a time when the night would The people of Peru tell of when the ocean left the the zodiacal spaces; and to deliver respectfully the sea- 
not come to an end. shore and with a terrible din broke over the continent. sons to the people.” 

The Finnish Kalevala tells of the time when hail- The Choctaw Indians of Oklahoma said: “The Not only did Earth’s orbit change, but believe it or 
stones of iron fell from the sky and the Sun and Moon Earth was plunged in darkness for a long time” and not, the Earth actually flipped over-in other words 
were stolen from’the sky. After a period of darkness, a when light appeared so that they could see, “it was sunrise and sunset were now opposite to where they 
new Sun and Moon appeared at different locations from mountain-high waves, rapidly coming nearer.” were before. That is, if you want to believe the written 
the old ones. The Laplanders also tell of these events. eyewitness accounts. 

Indians in the New World told of when the Sun Here is a quote from Time-Life Books, Feats And 

did not appear for five days. Wisdom Of The Ancients, p. 15: “The T’ung Shu-or 
The eleventh tablet of the Epic of Gilgamesh from 

Babylonia tells: “Desolation...stretched to heaven; all TYPHON THE COMET 
Book of Myriad Things, is almost certainly the world’s 
oldest continuously published book. Now called an 

that was bright was turned into darkness.... Nor could almanac, it started as China’s imperial astronomical 
a brother distinguish his brother.. . . Six days.. .Ihe hur- Pliny’s Natural History, Book II, Sec. 95: “A ter- calendar more than 4,000 years ago, reputedly under 

ricane, deluge, and tempest continued sweeping the rible comet was seen by the people of Ethiopia and the aegis of the emperor Yao. By the time it was avail- 
land...and all human back to its clay was returned.” Egypt, to which Typhon, the king of that period, gave able in printed form in the ninth century AD, the cal- 

The Iranian book Anugita tells of when a three day his name; it had a fiery appearance and was twisted endar had taken on the characteristics of agricultural 
period of darkness concluded a world age. The like a coil, and it was very grim to behold: it was not aid and farmer’s almanac. Still influential, the alma- 
Bundahis tell of a period of darkness caused by a war really a star so much as what might be called a ball of nac cqntinues to sell more than one million copies ev- 
between the planets and stars. Also writings in India fire.” This description is similar to what some have cry Year. ” The almanac was started because of the Earth 
and China tell of this period. said of Hale-Bopp. shifting in orbit! 

The early writers Hevelius, Rockenbach, Lydus, Herodotus, Bk. ii, 142, consulted the Egyptian 

EARTHQUAKES Servius, Hephaestion, and Junctinus all iell of this priests and learned that since Egypt became a king- 
comet at the time of the Exodus. dom, “four times in this period (so they told me) the 

For more information on all this I recommend you Sun rose contrary to his wont; twice he rose where he 

As the Earth interacted with the comet, major read Immanuel Velikovsky’s book, Worlds in Collision. now sets, and twice he set where he now rises.” 

earthquakes hit. Ipuwer went through these quakes When that book was first published in 1950, the scien- Modern science has proven that the Earth has had 

then described them: “The towns are destroyed. Up- tific community united against Velikovsky to try to stop numerous axis shifts in the past, although modern sci- 
per Egypt has become waste.... All is ruin.” “The the publication and distribution of his book. They ridi- ence does not like to admit that some of those shifts 
residence is overturned in a minute.” culed and smeared him, without seriously trying to deal have been within recorded history. In fact the last time 

Exodus 12:27: “(The angel of the Lord) passed over with his claims. Velikovsky made many predictions the Earth’s poles changed positions was about 750 B.C., 

the houses of the children of Israel in Egypt, when he about Venus and the Moon; he predicted the Van Allen according to Velikovsky. Between the time of the EXO- 
smote the Egyptians, and delivered our houses.” The belts of Earth years before Van Allen discovered them, dus and the catastrophes of 750 B.C., the length of the 

Passover Haggadah says: “The firstborn of the Egyp- etc. Over the years Velikovsky has been proven to be year was exactly 360 days according to the Bible and 
tians didst Thou crush at midnight.” Other evidence surprisingly correct in many of the things which he other records. From this we may have obtained the 

says that there were huge earthquakes at this time. said. All -the eye-witness accounts that Velikovsky 360 degrees in a circle. Velikovsky found the records 

Diego de Landa, Yucatan, Before And After The gathered said that Venus was fiery hot, but the scien- in Central and South America, China, India, Persia, 

Conquest, tells about the Earthquakes and said that the tists said it was dead and cold. Velikovsky said it was Babylonia, Egypt, etc., that all said the length Of the 
large buildings collapsed while “They found that those a new planet, and the scientists said it was as old as year was 360 days. Did all these civilizations world- 
who lived in small houses had escaped, as well as the the Earth. wide independently make the exact same mistake, or 
newly-married couples, whose custom it was to live for Recently, the Magellan Venus probe has proven that was the length of the year in fact 360 days? Then about 
a few years in cabins in front of those of their fathers- Venus is hot enough on the surface to melt lead. Sci- 750 B.C., after a ten year period when the Earth “reeled 
in-law.” ence magazine, Nov. 16, 1990, p. 9 12, said: “The plan- drunkenly”, they all added 5 days to the years, as the 

Eusebius, Preparation For The Gospels, quoting etary geologists who are studying the radar images Earth’s orbit shifted again. 
Artapanus, says there was “hail and Earthquake by streaming back from Magellan find that they have an Papyrus Harris tells of a time when “the south be- 

night, so that those that fled from the Earthquake were enigma on their hands. When they read the geologic comes north, and the Earth turns over.” 
ki!led by the hail, and those who sought shelter from clock that tells them how old the Venusian surface is, Ipuwer wrote “the land turns round [over] as does. 
the hail were destroyed by the Earthquake. And at that they find a planet on the brink of adolescence. But a potter’s wheel” and “Earth turned upside down.” 
time all the houses fell in, and most of the temples.” when they look at the surface itself, THEY SEE A The Ermituge Papyrus (Leningrad, 1116b recta) 

St. Jerome wrote: “in the night in which Exodus NEWBORN BABE” (emphasis mine). As one writer tells of a catastrophe that turned “the land upside down; 
took place, all the temples of Egypt were destroyed ei- wrote, “Who could deny that, in all of the modern-day happens which never (yet) happened.” 
ther by an earthshock or by the thunderbolt.” scientific speculation about Venus, only Velikovsky’s Pyramid texts tell of a Sun that “ceased to live in 

Psalms 77:18, 20: “The voice of the thunder was prediction of a newborn planet is consistent with the the Occident, and shines, a new one, in the orient.” 
in the heaven: the lightnings lightened the world: the stunning data from Magellan?” The tomb of Senmut, architect of Egyptian Queen 

Earth trembled and shook.. , . Thou leddest thy people Hatshepsut, has a panel on the ceiling showing the 

like a flock by the hand of Moses and’Aaron.” 
THE PILLAR OF FIRE 

zodiac in “a reversed orientation” of the southern sky. 
That sky cannot be seen from Egypt, unless Egypt were 
in the Southern Hemisphere at the time. 

THE HURRICANE Evidence (eye-witness accounts) suggests that the Plato wrote, in The Statesman, “I mean the change 

Pillar of Fire by night and Pillar of Clouds by day (Ex. in the rising and setting of the Sun and the other heav- 

13~22) that led the Israelites might have been the comet enly bodies, how in those times they used to set in the 
Manuscript Troano and other documents of the Venus, being controlled by an angel (Ex. 14:19), and quarter where they now rise, and used to rise where 

Mayans tell that a terrible hurricane swept the Earth representing God. Or could it have been a starship they now set...the god at the time of the quarrel, you 

and the ocean fell on the continent. The god of this associated with Venus? When the Pillar moved from recall, changed all that to the present system as a tes- 

strong wind was called Hurakan, from which we get one end of the sky to the other (Ex. 14:19), could that timony in favor of Atreus.” He also wrote: “At certain 
the word hurricane. have been when the Earth turned over (see below)? periods the universe has its present circular motion, 

“For five days the world was dark, except for the and at other periods it revolves in the reverse direc- 

burning fires and volcanoes.” 
NEW DIRECTIONS. 

tion.... Of all the changes which take place in the heav- 

The cosmic hurricane is told about in the Hindli ens this reversal is the greatest and most complete.” 

Vedas and the Persian Avesta. Sophocles wrote: “Zeus.. .changed the course of the 

The Maoris, the Polynesians, Japanese, and many In addition to the catastrophes told about above, Sun, causing it to rise in the east and not in the west.” 

others tell of the hurricane winds during a world cata- Velikovsky also gathered proof that the Earth’s orbit Other Greek writers telling Of this include Euripides, 

clysm. changed. He quotes Emperor Yaou of China, who sent Strabo, Seneca, Aristotle, etc. 
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Other writers of Ugarit, China, Mexico, Eskimos 
of Greenland, Arabia, etc., all tell about these Sun 
reversals. The Koran speaks of “two easts and two 
wests” 

Exodus 12: i2: “This month shall be unto you the 
beginning of months: it shall be the first month of 
the year to you.” According to this Biblical story, 
God had to point out the new seasons to Moses, and 
as a result the Israelites ended up with two calendars, 
one with the first month in the spring (our March- 
April) and the other with the first month in the fall 
(our September-October). Scholars now call them the 
“sacred” year and the “civil” year. 

Daniel 2: 19: “Then was the secret revealed unto 
Daniel in a night vision....21: And He (God) changeth 
the times and the seasons....” 

The Egyptians called Arabia “Erev”, from which 
the word Arabia comes. Erev means the evening land, 
the land of the setting Sun. But Arabia is east of 
Egypt! At the time Arabia was named, the Sun set in 
the East! Some writers have said that Arabia was 
named from the viewpoint of Babylon. They had bet- 
ter look at their map; in no way is Arabia west of 
Babylon and could not be the land of the setting Sun 
from Babylon’s viewpoint. 

Another excellent book is Jurgen Spanuth’s 
Atlantis Of The North published in Britain in 1979. 
In this work, Spanuth collects much more evidence of 
Earth’s encounter with a comet and says that it was 
this encounter that caused the destruction of Atlantis. 
He also makes a case for exactly where a remnant of 
Atlantis was (still is, under water, divers have visited 
it). He says the survivors from Atlantis migrated back 
to the Mediterranean and became known as the 
“Peoples of the Sea”. 

MANNA FOR 

THE WORLD 

According to the Biblical story, God sent down 
manna for the whole world. For a period of many 
years after the Exodus, the world was in a period of 

gloom. Nothing would have survived if God had not 
sent the manna. Psa. 78:24: “And had rained down 
manna upon them to eat, and had given them of the 
corn of heaven. Man did eat angels’ food.” Notice it 
says “man”, it does not say “Israelites.” The manna 
even fed the animals. The manna had the shape of 
the coriander seed, white, and an oily taste like hon- 
eycomb. It was called “corn of heaven” (Ex: 16:14- 

34, Num. 11:7-g). It could be ground into flour and 
baked. 

The Eddie @thology, J.A. MacCulloch, p. 168, 
says the Icelanders told of the “terrible Fimbul-win- 
ter at the end of the world [age]; meanwhile they feed 
on morning dew, and from them come the folk who 
people the renewed Earth.” 

The Maoris of New Zealand tell of a catastrophe 
that was followed by “Mist, and Heavy-dew and Light- 
dew.” 

Buddhism in Translations by Warren, p. 322, tells 
when a world cycle came to an end and there was no 
distinction between night and day and heavenly am- 
brosia served as food. 

The Rig-Veda tells of honey that came from clouds 
that came from a pillar of cloud. 

Atharva-Vedu says: “From Heaven, from Earth, 
from the atmosphere, from the sea, from the fire, and 
from the wind, the honey-lash hath verily sprung. 
This, clothed in amrite [ambrosia], all the creatures 
revering, acclaim in their hearts.” 

The Greeks called the heavenly bread “ambrosia” 
and “nectar” and say it was used as an ointment, it 
had the aroma of lilies, and horses ate it. The Maoris, 
Hindus, Finns, and others all tell of this heavenly food. 

A Ras-Shamra (Ugarit) text, the Atharva-Veda, 

Ovid, and others tell that when the manna fell in wa- 
ter the water turned milky white and tasted like honey. 
When the Israelite scouts returned from Palestine and 
told of rivers of milk and honey, they were not trying 
to convey the idea of a paradise, which is how we usu- 
ally understand it. They had been living in the desert 
where there were no rivers. Perhaps they were sur- 
prised to find a land of rivers, rivers that looked like 
milk and tasted like honey (Num. 13:27). 

Micah warned of a time when “the mountains shall 
be molten...and the valleys shall be cleft, as wax be- 
fore the fire” (Micah 1:4). 

ENTER MARS 

Velikovsky shows that about 750 B.C., for about a 
ten year period, Venus and Mars came very close to 
each other and to the Earth and caused another period 
of catastrophes. Amos I:1 tells of a great earthquake 
coming in two years, Isaiah prophesied on the day of 
the quake of future catastrophes (Example Isa. 13:5). 
Joel, who prophesied at the same time, told of coming 
“wonders in the heavens and in the Earth, blood, and 
fire, and pillars of smoke. The Sun shall be turned 
into darkness, and the Moon into blood, before the great 
and the terrible day of the Lord come” (Joel 2:30-31). 

These are considered to be prophesies for the end time, 
a period in our future, although they were fulfilled in 
a much smaller way about 750 B.C. 

Jonathan Swift, in his Gulliver ‘s Travels (1726), 
wrote that Mars had two very small satellites. “Cer- 
tain astrologers.. .have likewise discovered two lesser 
stars, or satellites, which revolve about Mars, whereof 
the innermost is distant from the center of the primary 
planet exactly three of its diameters, and the outermost 
five; the former revolves in the space of ten hours, and 
the latter in twenty-one and a half....” However, the 
moons of Mars could not be seen until a telescope pow- 
erful enough was built. They were discovered in 1877 
by Asaph Hall! Scientists say that Swift just made an 
incredibly lucky guess, but they overlook the fact that 
Homer and Virgil both wrote about the two “steeds” of 
Mars. When Hall discovered the moons, he asked a 
friend for a suggestion of what to name them. The 
friend recommended Phobos and Deimos, which Hall 
accepted, thus inadvertently giving them the same 
names they anciently had! 

WORSHIPPING PLANETS 

Human nature is the same worldwide and has been 
the same down through the ages. We all have the same 
temptations, yet there is a particular “sin” that I have 
never been tempted to commit, and I am sure you have 
never had that temptation, either. It is the temptation 
to worship planets! Few people can tell a planet from 
a star. 

Yet the ancients and the peoples of the Bible were 
often strong worshipers of planets and the Moon and 
Sun. II Kings 23:5: “And he put down the idolatrous 
priests, whom the kings of Judah had ordained to burn 
incense in the high places in the cities of Judah, and 
in the places round about Jerusalem; them also that 
burned incense unto Baa], to the Sun, and to the Moon, 
and to the planets, and to all the host of heaven.” 

II Kings f7: 16: “And they left all the command- 
ments of the Lord their God, and made them molten 
images, even two calves, and made a grove, and wor- 
shipped all the host of heaven, and served Baa].” Also 
see Deut. 4:19; 17:3; II Kings 21:3; 21:s; 23:4-J; II 

Chron. 33:3; Jere. 8:2; 19:X3; Zeph. I:5, etc. 
Acts 7:42: “Then God turned, and gave them up to 

worship the host of heaven....” 
I used to wonder why the ancients were so strongly 

into worship of the stars and planets. Now I under- 
stand that the planets were interacting with Earth and 
causing terrible catastrophes, causing humans to con- 

sider them as gods and causing humans to go even so 
far as to practice human sacrifice in order to try to 
placate these “gods”. 

Let’s review some more quotes from the ancients: 
“There are also stars that suddenly come to birth 

in the heaven itself..., The Greeks call them comets” 
(Pliny 2:22:89) 

“Athena sprang from the skull of Zeus with an 
earth-shattering battle-cry, so that the heavens shook 
and the mother Earth [shook]” (Pindar, Olympia 7:36). 

Athena is the Greek name for the Roman Venus, 
and Zeus is the Greek name for the Roman Jupiter 
(Zeus-piter). Scholars studying Greek and Roman 
mythology have debated what the meaning is of Venus 
springing from the head of Jupiter and have come up 
with all kinds of “possible” explanations. It never oc- 
curred to them that this so called mythology might be 
an explanation of real events observed by eye-wit- 
nesses! Perhaps there was an explosion on Jupiter, 
which hurled out a chunk of flaming material that be- 
came a comet, called Venus, Athena, etc., in the vari- 
ous languages. This comet interacted with Earth and 
Mars, causing tremendous damages. It eventually 
might have been thrown into its current orbit and lost 
its tail and is now known as the planet Venus. 

The Homeric Hymn of Athena says: “And before 
Zeus the aegis-holder she sprang swiftly from his im- 
mortal head, brandishing a sharp-pointed spear [comet 
with tail, described as a sharp-pointed spear]. Great 
Olympos quaked dreadfully under the might of the 
gray-eyed goddess, as the Earth all about resounded 
awesomely, and the sea moved and heaved with purple 
waves [earthquakes and tidal waves].” 

Meteor showers occurred as Earth passed through 
the tail of the comet, and the meteorites were worshiped 
as sacred objects. For instance, the Arab Dome of the 
Rock near the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem has a large, 
black meteorite as the sacred object in the middle of 
the room. (See H. Newton, “The Worship of Meteor- 
ites,” in the American Journal Of Science, 3:13, pp. 
i-14.) The sacred object at Mecca is a meteorite. 

On the other side of the world, the Iroquois Indi- 
ans reported that the goddess Nokomis-the famed 
grandmother of Hiawatha-fell from heaven as a comet. 
Favorite Poems Of Henry Longfellow, p. 165, “From 
the sky a star is falling” and just before she fell she 
was swinging from a long vine. 

C. Levi-Strauss, The Jealous Potter (New York 
1988) pp. 133-134, gives numerous examples from the 
New World of this comet falling to Earth story. A simi- 
lar story was told by the Aztecs and in India. 

In Hyginus’ account of Electra: “But after the con- 
quest of Troy and the annihilation of its 
descendants...overwhelmed by pain she separated from 
her sisters and settled in the circle named Arctic, and 
over long periods she would be seen lamenting, her 
hair streaming. That brought her the name of comet.” 

The Greeks described Athena (Venus) as a warrior 
goddess born in full battle armor from the head of Ju- 
piter. Scholars have wondered why an advanced civi- 
lization like the Greeks would come up with such an 
impossible story for their favorite goddess. Women, 
especially new-born, do not make good warriors in 
hand-to-hand combat, and not even the most primitive 
culture would have a man giving birth out his head! 

The ancients told that when Mars or Venus came 
close to Earth, there were spectacular electrical dis- 
plays in the sky and exchanges of lightning between 
the planets. Modern scientists considered this to be 
mythological poetic license, but Voyager II sent pic- 
tures to Earth in 1978 of a flux tube of electrons flow- 
ing between Jupiter’s magnetic poles and its moon IO. 
“Its strength is estimated to be 5 million amps and 
400,000 volts (for a constant energy expense of 2 tril- 
lion watts). These discharges are sufficiently hot to 
vaporize small portions of the crust of IO. These evapo- 
rated sodium vapors form a vapor trail (like a smoke 
ring) for the satellite. This vapor trail has been pho- 
tographed. The temperature at the ‘impact’ point is 
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probably in the millions of degrees F.” (Aeon, Vol. II, actly what it says-the days will be shortened. How 

#3, p. 84). This is clear proof that electrical exchanges much will they be shortened? By one third! Rev. 8:12: 

can take place between heavenly bodies over long dis- “And the fourth angel sounded his trumpet. And the 

tances. third part of the Sun was smitten, and the third part of 

So when the ancients tell of Mars and Zeus hurl- the Moon, and the third part of the stars-so as the 

ing lightning bolts to Earth, they are telling of actual third part of them was darkened, and the day shone 

events that they witnessed. Naturally, as the stories not for a third part of it, and the night likewise.” 
were retold down through time by various peoples and The day can be shortened by lengthening the night, 

various languages, they became warped and embel- or the night can be shortened by lengthening the day, 

lished. but for both to happen, the Earth’s rate of rotation has 

There are other major cosmic events in the Bib/e, to change (which would also cause a change in orbit). 

such as Joshua’s long day, Ahaz’s Sun dial going back- Will the Earth be moved out of orbit (again) and the 

ward 10 degrees, etc. Velikovsky, Sitchin and others day be changed from 24 hours long to 16 hours long? 
show that worldwide catastrophes occurred at those That is what the Bible says, and since there is evidence 

times. that things like this have happened in the past, I hope 

Here is a curiosity for you to think about. In 1889, you can more readily believe that it can happeh again, 

the Smithsonian Institute did an archaeological exca- perhaps in the near future! 
vation at Bat Creek in Loudon County, Tennessee. Nine Rev. 6: 12: “And I beheld when he had opened the 

skeletons were found in one mound, with two located sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and 
apart from the other seven, Under one of the two, they the Sun became black as sackcloth of hair [perhaps we 

found an inscription. The inscription was translated will enter the tail of a comet again, or perhaps the air 
by Semitic language expert Cyrus Gordon, and dated will be darkened by volcanic ash, or perhaps something 
to about 100 A.D. It says: “A Comet for the Jews”. comes between Earth and the Sun?], and the Moon be- 

Other books I have read about the Bat Creek inscrip- came as blood [the moon will look blood red]; and the 

tion leave out the “comet” part of the inscription, but I stars of heaven fell unto the Earth, even as a fig tree 
finally found the full inscription in Time-Life Books’ castest her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a 

FeatsAnd Wisdom Of The Ancients, p, 113. Some wood mighty wind [waves of meteor showers]. And the 

found with the skeletons and inscriptions confirmed heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together 
Gordon’s dating by Carbon 14 testing. The other arti- [a scroll is opened or closed by rolling; will the Earth 

facts found were clearly American Indian. What was move and make it appear that the stars roll around the 
the connection between American “Indians” and the Earth to new positions7 Will the Sun rise in the west 
ancient people we are calling “Jews”? again?]; and every mountain and island were moved 

out of their places [the oceans bulge at the equator, so 

THE DAYS SHALL 
when the Earth shifts in its orbit, huge tidal shifts take 
place along with great earthquakes. Some islands may 

BE SHORTENED 
disappear while others may appear]. 

“And the kings of the Earth, and the great men, 
and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the 

In Matthew 24, the disciples asked Christ about mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, 
the end of the age, the same time period covered by hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the moun- 

Revelation, and he answered them in plain language. tains [to avoid meteorites]; and said to the mountains 

So Matthew 24 (and Luke 21, Mark 13) and Revela- and rocks, “Fall on us, and hide us from the face of 

tion 6 are all telling about the same period in time. Him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of 

Notice, Matthew 24 starting with verse 3, compared the Lamb. For the great day of His wrath is come [the 
with Revelation 6: And as He sat upon the Mount of day mentioned in Rev. I:10]; and who shall be able to 

Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, stand?” 
“Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be 
the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world 
[age]?” And Jesus answered and said unto them, “Take 

SEVEN TRUMPETS 
heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in 
my name, saying I am Christ; and shall deceive many The Seventh Seal is opened in Chapter 8. The Sev- 

(First Seal, White Horse, Deception). And ye shall hear enth Seal consists of Seven Trumpets-the Seven Trum- 

of wars and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled; pets are the Seventh Seal. 
for all these things must come to pass, but the end is Rev. 8:7: “The first angel sounded, and there fol- 

not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and king- lowed hail and fire mingled with blood, and they were 

dom against kingdom (Second Seal, Red Horse, Wars); cast upon the Earth; and the third part of trees was 

and there shall be famines (Third Seal, Black Horse, burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up.” 

Famine and Rationing); and pestilences, and earth- Will another comet strike Earth? Verse 7 shows 

quakes, in diverse places (Fourth Seal, Pale Horse, Dis- there will be another hail of hot meteorites, as has hap- 
eases and Earthquakes). All these are the beginning pened before. What if we again enter the tail of a comet 

of sorrows. Then shall they deliver you up to be af- on a near collision course with Earth? It would not be 

flitted, and shall kill you; and ye shall be hated of all the first time! 

similar to what happened at the Exodus. As an aside, 
Chernobyl, where the Russian nuclear accident oc- 
curred, is Russian for Wormwood. 

Rev. 8: 12: “And the fourth angel sounded, and 
the third part of the Sun was smitten, and the third 
part of the Moon, and the third part of the stars; so as 
the third part of them was darkened, and the day shone 
not for a third part of it, and the night likewise.” Is 
the Earth going to move out of its present orbit and 
increase the rotation so that the day will be 16 hours 
long instead of 241 

Notice Isaiah 13:6 again: “Howl; for the day of 
the Lord is at hand; it shall come as a destruction from 
the Almighty....[v. ll:] And I will punish the world 
for its evil....[ 13:] Therefore, I will shake the heav- 
ens, and the EARTH SHALL REMOVE OUT OF ITS 
PLACE. . . . [ 19:] And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, 
the beauty of the Chaldeans’ excellency, shall be as 
when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah.” This is 
talking of the day of the Lord, the same time period 
that Revelation covers, at the time of Babylon’s de- 
struction which is covered in Rev. I7 and 18. 

Isa. 24:l: “Behold, the Lord maketh the Earth 
empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside 
down.. . .” 

The Fifth Plague is of darkness on the beast. Isa. 

13: 10: “For the stars of heaven and the constellations 
thereof shall not give their light; the Sun shall be dark- 
ened in its going forth, and the Moon shall not cause 
its light to shine.” Zeph. 1: 14: “The great day of the 
Lord is near.... That day is a day of wrath, a day of 

trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desola- 
tion, a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds 
and thick darkness, a day of the trumpet....” 

The Sixth Plague dries up the Euphrates River “that 
the way of the kings of the east might be prepared.” 
This is to prepare the way for the army of 200 million 
(9:16) for the battle at Armageddon (v. 16). 

The Seventh and last Plague includes the greatest 
earthquake in history (v. 20: “And every island fled 
away, and the mountains were not found”) and a me- 
teor shower. V. 21: “And there fell upon men a great 
hail out of heaven, every stone about the weight of a 
talent [about 100 pounds, or some say 58 lbs.]; and 
.men blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail; 
for the plague was exceedingly great.” 

Is this the future we face’? I do not know, I am no 
prophet. I merely offer this information for your con- 
sideration. 

Happy Nibiru Year. 
Is/ Calvin Burgin 

For more information, write and ask for back is- 

sues/catalog lists from: 
Ev Cochran, AEON, 207 Stanton (P. 0. Box 1099), 

Ames, IA 50014 
Charles Ginenthal, The Velikovskian, 65-35 108th 

Street, Forest Hills, NY 11375 
Kronia Communications, P. 0. Box 5215, Aloha, 

OR 97006 
These following addresses may or may not be cur- 

nations for my name’s sake (Fifth Seal, Tribulation). . . . Rev. 8:8: “And the second angel sounded, and as 

29 Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast in 

rent. 

* 
the Sun be darkened and the Moon shall not give its the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood; 

Catastrophism And Ancient History, c/o Marvin 

light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the pow- and the third part of the creatures which were in the 
Arnold Luckerman, 343 1 Club Drive, Los Angeles, CA 
90064 

ers of the heavens shall be shaken. And then shall sea, and had life, died; and the third part of the ships Pacific Meridian Publishing Co., 13540 Lake City 
appear the sign of the Son of man in Heaven (Sixth were destroyed.” Perhaps a fiery meteor or comet Way N.E., Seattle, WA 98125 
Seal, Heavenly Signs); and then shall all the tribes of crashes into the ocean, maybe breaking up and plung- 
the Earth mourn,and they shall see the Son of man ing into several oceans, causing the water to become 

coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great blood red, just like happened at the Exodus, when the 

glory. And He shall send His angels with a great sound Red Sea got its name. AND FLIGHTS OF 
of a trumpet, and they shall gather together His elect 
from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the 

ANGELS SING THEE 
other (Seventh Seal, Seven Trumpets).” TO THY REST! 

Mart. 24.22: says, “And except those days should 

be shortened, there should no flesh be saved [alive]: 
but for the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.” 
What do you think that means? I suggest it means ex- 

Rev. 8: 10: “And the third angel sounded, and 

there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were 
a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, 
and upon the fountains of waters; and the name of the 
star is called Wormwood: and the third part of the wa- 
ters became wormwood; and many men died of the 
waters, because they were made bitter.” Again, this is 

-Shakespeare, Hamlet, V, 2 
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as to “choices”. As the Master said: “Ye are either for 

me or ye are against me. ” 

Does this mean, then, that you cease to work in this 
world as it IS? Of course not, for if you are to live in it 
at all you must then find ways to project and survive and 
choose within that which IS, to best advantage. Your 
commitment to God is INTENT WITHIN. 

By the way, if you seek perfection, absolute perfec- 
tion, IN THIS WORLD, you actually are seeking and 
moving toward damnation. This is a transitory world, 
and if you mislead selves into believing that you have 
found or created real perfection, you will always be 
disappointed and thwarted, for others will impact you 
and they will not be able or willing to see, and you, if 
not very, very careful, will give up the struggle and that 
will simply, equate to sacrificing the perfection of self 
on the altar of another’s demands. 

Even “Christ” was not perfect when he experienced 
in your temporary world. Remember that HE said: 
“...Why callest thou me good? There is none good but 

one, that is, God.” When you recognize that nothing is 
perfect and that things are not as they SHOULD be- 
move on and allow that “nothing is perfect”, or mostly 
even right most of the time, and you can then do a lot 
more and you can have a lot more while your life can be 
ever so much more wonderful in every way. You do not 
need become more imperfect, either, just to exist in an 
imperfect world. 

l/30/97 #2 HATONN 

HOPE VS. WAITING 

IT IS NOT BAD TO HOPE FOR A BETTER FU- 
TURE, BUT IT IS BAD TO WAIT FOR IT. 

DO NOT WAIT FOR BETTER TIMES. 

DO WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW 

WITH WHAT YOU NOW HA VE! 

With these little thoughts in mind, let me do a bit 
of complaining comparable to what I receive from you 
day after difficult day. 

I get PILES of correspondence with your input- 

pouring mostly through Dharma who has long since 
given up hope of finding her house under the stacks and 
stacks of papers, books, magazines and, generally, 
everything that nobody else knows with what to do. We 
probably have 25 manuscripts here to edit for quality or 
whatever people perceive the magic brain of Dharma 
can hold and do. And, if ANYTHING is misplaced, the 
standard “out” is, “I thought I sent it to Doris.” Or, 
“I’m sure I gave it to you...” 

And, dear ones, if you need CONTACT or someone 
to attend something-do NOT address it to me because 
it will never even be found by human hands or eyes. 

The most important thing I find, however, are dll 

the suggestions for getting my job done-if only I 
would supply you with funds with which to get on with 
things. My question must then be: Why don’t vou 
supply us with funds and we can get on with what we 
already know how to do! For what do YOU wait? 
Impatience may well be your confirmation of your lack 
of faith, however, patience into infinity while you 
HOPE and WAIT for me to somehow shower blessings, 
is assurance that NOTHING will be accomplished. Do 
you think God and Hosts NEVER GET IMPATIENT 
OR WEARY OF WATCHING WHILE ALL OF YOU 
WAIT-EVEN THOUGH “HOPING”? Oh well.. . ! The 
general thing is now to watch while everyone bashes 
Ekkers for making decisions while everyone waits for 
Ekkers to make decisiqns-fund the projects, write the 
writings, pay the bill& sort the fertilizers and hold a 
meeting. They now have to become. lawyers and go 
defend selves in court and plow through the myriads of 
stacks of papers waiting attending while looking for 
lost documents now so buried as to be frightening. 

Ekkers are just like all the rest of you who thought 
you were joining friends in accomplishing things of 
value. They are caught in the aftermath and ongoing 
Hell of a corrupt system protecting corrupt lawyers, 
embezzlers and liars. 

This truly is not a bitch-and-moan session, readers, 

it simply is offering a reason for not hearing back from 
us if you are waiting for replies. Nobody here has time 
to sort or file or attend anything other than the mounds 
of filings due in court today or Monday or,tomorrow. 
You see, the Abbotts and Hortons of the world don’t 
even pay their filing fees-they just keep ongoing trash 
circulating through the system, even when there is no 

standing in the case or court, to accomplish exactly 
this: lack of response possibilities and orders through 
default. Well, if we have to stop EVERYTHING else 
going on, we will meet THOSE deadlines. 

Will we win? Will Simpson ever be the same 
again? You have a media barrage of everything from 
books on why Simpspn is the ONLY one who could have 
killed the two victims and a full media ongoing convic- 
tion in play against him by the very ones who dealt the 
planted evidence: How can anyone win justice in this 
corruption? 

How many of you will actually go convict Green 

and cause him to repay your debts? This was HIS 
BABY-Ekkers came to Tehachapi to partially retire. 
Dharma didn’t even start writing for me until the year 
after they moved. There were then a couple of books 
and G. Green entered the dazzling picture. How many 
of YOU will hold him responsible for his actions, 
desertion, and embezzlement? He has gathered his 
traitors and blames others for his indiscretions while 
the cohorts give false testimony to back his thieving 
ways. 

It is EXACTLY as the Protocols SUGGEST: build 
in as many witnesses as you need to protect the guilty 
until you can gain total control of the courts! No? Then 
you GO READ THOSE PROTOCOLS. When the very 
oaths you take are to LIE, how can anything be differ- 
ent? 

PURPOSE OF LIVING 
IN THIS WORLD 

You are NOT just some “natural” being-you are 
very definitely a SUPER-natural being if you bear soul 
and thus you have a limitless future. It doesn’t matter 
if you can’t remember the past beyond this world or you 
don’t know what you are doing here now. You are 
experiencing the place of learning in a world WHICH 
ALLOWS AND DEMANDS CHOICES-CHOICES 
FOR SELF. Your life did not begin in this temporary 
world and it will not end in the passing illusion of this 
world. You have to realize, however, that there is a 
very real purpose in being in this world and also a BIG 
purpose in your short life experiencing it. 

The choices you make during your temporary stay 
on this orb are extremely important and you will find 
that the entire purpose of your being here is that: TO 
MAKE CHOICES. And now what? Well, the most 
important years of all in your experience as this species 
of mankind will be these last ones prior to the millen- 
nium change and the first few infant years to follow. 

The choices become monumental decisions for SELF 
as you move along and consider possibilities for your 
fut:.re life. These choices will be of unimagined mag- 
mrude and will be setting your personal life upon 
totally new courses and directions. The largest deci- 
sion of all will come to present itself squarely in your 
pathway: You will have to choose between giving your 
decisive faith and trust and actions to the Will of God 
or moving away from the Truth and Light of God. 
There will even cease to be perceived “middle ground” 

There are some dangerous ideas impacting your 

personal perceptions and perhaps if you recognize them 
you can grow beyond their limitations of impact upon 
you simply by their expression: “I need,” “I wish,” and 
“I want.” These are fine only in the context of coming 
to KNOW purpose and direction and then you create 
what you need, what you want, and you will fulfill 
what you wish. DO NOT sit and simply “HOPE” there 
will be “more” to your life than you experience in the 
moment. If you hope for more-CREATE MORE. 

TRANSFORMATION CHOICES 

Among the greatest choices you will find facing 
you are what we might call “Transformation Choices”. 

But most of you will feign confusion and non-recogni- 
tion as you hide from these decisions which precipitate 
CHOICES. 

You are going to have to choose between some bit 
of “carefree idiocy” and the turn to concern of cosmic 
magnitude. This latter means that you must be con- 
cerned and involved with your REAL destiny. In that 
concern you will become involved with that which 
empowers you to open new dimensions into the myster- 
ies, not the mysticism, ofthe universe, and even beyond 
and into that which is The Creation. 

Idiocy in a carefree circumstance means that you 

are totally UNCONCERNED and UNINVOLVED with 
your REAL destiny. Therefore, you can have no real 
power over whatever might happen to you. 

Next you are going to have to consider “hypocrisy” 
vs. “devotion”. 

Hypocrisy means that you are false to yourselves 
and your real destiny. You will abandon the truth for 
false appearances that lead to a false life. 

Devotion means that you are dedicated to prin- 
ciples of truth and a REAL destiny. This endows your 

lives with power and spiritual importance. 
Then consider integrity vs. having no principles. 
Integrity means that you have life-guiding prin- 

ciples that are based on known goodness and you 
FOLLOW THEM-“religiously”. These principles give 
life a lasting quality that will endure BEYOND THE 
TRANSITORY WORLD. 

No principles means that your lives have no guid- 

ing beliefs at all. Your lives are as transparent and 
temporary as this fleeting world with no form or real 
substance other than some emotional blips of no real 
consequence. You will also just drift in the backwash 
of others’ consequences. 

And I remind you that you who continue to choose 
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not to choose-HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN. 
A big pitfall, readers, is the refusal to see other 

than what you WANT to see and that follows seeing 
that which is the WAY you want to see it and you will 
limit vision to that which you WANT and dare not move 
beyond. But the choice is still made, isn’t it? A foolish 
person will stick even unto destruction in self-inflicted 
stupidity and move steadily on into ultimate disaster. 
Then the foolish being will look up, grasp onto those 
who do see and hear, and drag them down as well, if at 
all possible, to achieve his narrow perception of some- 
how saving an ignorant and intentionally stupefied 
self. 

You demand of me “literal” information, direct 
instructions, guidelines which require that you not so 
much as THINK. And, if I define your task as to being 
“thinking” with what we have offered, you become 
angry and self-defensive as if you are demanding of 
Mommy to wipe your nose-or whatever needs wiping. 
My job is not to wipe the noses of my own Team players 
and Commanders. YOU must grow, study our presen- 
tations, and CHOOSE direction and actions. 

Where do you perceive SELF to be in this program? 
Are you IMPORTANT? Then why do you take risks 
which could take you out of your important position? 
Why do you delay consideration with others around you 
to facilitate actions or thought-teams to move ahead? 

A friend has said: “Greater reality is not literal. It 

cannot be seen, understood or experienced in literal 

terms. Those who insist on literal explanations for 
everything are condemning themselves to aliteral hell!” 

There will always be those who will demand and 

usurp your power, at every opportunity. They will also 
ask you to give up your own “supernatural” power, 
whenever they think you are vulnerable. You can 
relinquish some of your power from time to time-but 
you err if you ever consider giving up your “supernatu- 
ral” power for if you give up such power you give up 
your kinship to God. This conflict will come when all 
those around you can see no choices or hope in their 
own circumstance. Give up those two realities and you 
have given up your supernatural connection with God. 
There are ALWAYS choices and alternatives, even if 

they be quite hidden. 
So how do you make sure that you are not a loser 

but, rather, a winner? Back to the original thought: Do 
not wait for better times. Do what you can do, now, 
with what you now have. All the while you are doing 
this you can have the seeds planted and the crops 
growing for intended harvest. Decide, however, as you 
plant your seeds, what desired harvest you wish. Plant 
the seeds, then, where they can grow. If you plant a 
seed whose plant must have shade and you plant it in 
barren land in constant heat and sun-expect no har- 
vest. You must plant seeds whereat they can take root 
and grow if, in fact, you expect a good harvest. And 
yes, you do have to be patient, hope and wait-but 
certainly, while you wait-you must water, weed and 
tend the growing plants and then you will also have to 
attend the things of harvest. Life is no different. 
Neither is POWER as offered by God; you must use it to 
keep it. And if you relinquish your knowing that you 
also have supernatural power within that great 
beingness, you shall lose that quality forever. And 
furthermore, you must stay on top of all possible con- 
tingencies as you wait upon God lest you come to 
believe HIS delays are indeed HIS denials. God denies 

you nothing and most especially LIGHT. It is, there- 
fore, that if you only perceive shadow-then perchance 
you stand in the way. 

It is also mandatory that you are “timely” in all 
things lest the product go astray or into the hands of 
diverters or thieves and your delay at tracking leaves 
the larder empty. Remember that you are “condi- 
tioned” beings and others have to be equally patient in 
recognition that things GO WRONG. Or, perhaps you 
haven’t noticed? It is equally important, though, to 
realize that-with experience-things also GO RIGHT, 

and more shall go RIGHT. We learn best from errors, things in your illusion vs. reality. And just as I speak 
so allow us to have learned and require that things go out and act in such a manner as to call you to atten- 
RIGHT as we create those things which serve us in tion-I will not let you slip off the cliff when I see you 
serving God. about to stumble. If you perceive this as discipline or 

I would leave you with one last thought as I watch complaint-look around you and see what is your prob- 
people gather and wonder, speculate, guess and again lem -for my commitment is to respond to YOUR CALLS 
hypothesize: let it go when you can easily pick up the and you always call when you perceive possible trouble 
phone or do some research and KNOW. Is it not better or failure in some bits or pieces of your perception and 
to simply check on the safety of the babe in the bath experience. This comes from speculation when often 
than to stand in the other room and speculate on the times you only need to “find out” and there is no longer 
possibilities? Find OUT facts whenever and wherever mystery or need of speculation. And to you who confuse 
you can-it is ever so much the easier on the nerves and over Doris vs. Dharma-I AM NOT GOING TO PUSH 
patience. HER OFF THE CLIFF, EITHER, WHEN SHE CRIES 

And Dharma, you only need carry the responsibili- OUT FOR INPUT-JUST TO KEEP YOU FROM 
ties and burdens of another as long as you accept them. WONDERING IF SHE IS HAVING A BAD DAY 
Just as a gift in transfer-it is not a gift until it is WHICH MIGHT IMPACT YOU IN SOME WAY TO 
accepted. We do that which we CAN do and then we AVOID WEARING SHOES OR ACCEPTING MES, 
release the rest and let it go, for no man can be the SAGES SENT TO YOU. She is definitelywith SUPER- 
Island upon which another exists. Each must take POWER; she has no wish to be SUPERHUMAN nor is 
responsibility and appreciate the limitations of another she, even if at times it appears otherwise. 
and, when this is not forthcoming, then an intelligent She summed it up the other day by saying, “God 
and wise person draws his/her own lines and causes the doesn’t give you more than you can bear, because if it 
other to do what he/she will. Your limitations are not is more than you can bear, you go nuts or dead.” She 
set by the perceptions of another-you must realize was toying with the idea of alternatives at hand: nuts or 
your own level of experience and value of that which dead! It certainly is not that there is more than can be 
you accept to carry. If you carry a babe and then the borne-it is the total dislike of having to face it longer. 
child and then the adult-how can that person ever Therefore, this too becomes a CHOICE. Yes I know: 
walk? And moreover, if you EAT FOR that other-the “What a deal...” And yet sometimes we simply have to 
other simply dies of starvation while you get fat. And wait for others to understand so that they become the 
each must guard your own sanity lest insanity be your relief troops. God only asks that you grow ever greater 
lot. And also remember that because another calls you in WISDOM-not human limitation. 
insane does NOT MAKE YOU INSANE. Good day, and may wisdom be the ever-moving 

If others want you to be gifted, special, and some- goal in your journey through living. Pray constantly 
how more and greater than they-it is because they that you never find realization of goal achievement lest 
expect ME to be greater and yet all they perceive is you have missed the point. Only GOD is PERFECT 
YOU if they cannot come to their own realization and WISDOM. 
commitment. That too, is their 
problem and sometimes, mine- 
NOT YOURS. Those who per- 
ceive you write YOUR wishes on 
YOUR BAD DAYS and they fall 
on irritated ears-so be it for 
that, too, is most certainly THEIR 

PROBLEM and not yours. When 
you demand that all people only 
function according to YOUR 
WHIMS, then it is YOUR PROB- 
LEM and they have every re- 
sponsible reason to pay no heed. 
We have never given reason to 
believe our messages cannot be 
trusted for we demand nothing, 
ask nothing, and force nothing. 
YOU CANNOT BE THE 
BRAINS OR MIND OF ANY 
OTHER. NEITHER CAN YOU 
BE “THE INTENT” OF ANY 
OTHER. These are powers which 
are totally individual and cannot 
be taken upon self for, or from, 
another. 

The last part of this last 
thought is to realize that there is 
a major, tremendously major, 
difference in SUPERPOWER 
AND SUPERHUMAN. I suggest 
you ALL, EACH, EVERY one 

find the definition and live within 
it for what you often want is 
someone to be superhuman so 
that you can experience some su- 
perpower and it simply does NOT 
WORK THAT WAY. 

Things truly are probably 
better than you may perceive 
them in your narrow vision field 
and field of self experience, this 
day. This is only influenced by - -. 

and as you experience more and more critically, more your view in perception of all 

‘Doesdt Thog look silly? He must not know 

that our (jile of rocks 1s the real God’ 
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its participants from any responsibility of the faults or 
debts of a corporation. An investor can invest money 

into a corporation and that investor’s potential loss 
is limited only to the amount of money invested and 

no more. 
Because of the obvious advantages to limiting the 

amount of personal liability that one takes on by oper- 
ating through a corporation, many strategies have been 

l/31/97 CORT CHRISTIE Unlike a sole proprietorship or ebenma partnership, 
developed t6 protect assets of businesses with potential 

a corporation can accumulate debt without evermaking 
lawsuit risk. Along with this, strategies have been 
d 

LIABILITY PROTECTION: Corporations, as its officers, directors or stockholders responsible for 
eveloped to protect the assets of individuals due to 

h 

business structures, provide liability protection to ev- the repayment of that debt. If a corporation gets itself 
ow crazy and litigious this society has become. 

eryone involved with their operation. From the inves- into a law suit, the outcome of that lawsuit can effect 

tor or stockholder to the officers, corporate liability the corporation directly but will never be the responsi- 
TAX SAVINGS: The myriad of tax benefits that 

stops with the corporation. Any activity that a corpo- bility of its participants. 
can be achieved by utilizing corporations outweigh 

ration gets into that is not fraudulent in nature will Corporations are used in the business world today 
those of any other business structure. Many of the tax 

not adversely effect the personal life of any of a primarily for liability protection. Corporations came 
benefits that are available to a corporation can end up 

corporation’s participants. into existence to limit the direct responsibility of all of 
greatly benefiting corporate owners. Under President 
Clinton’s new tax increases, corporations have a 

lower federal tar rate at all levels of income 

:ompared to individual rates. There has never 

been a better time to own a corporation! 

Nevada’s popularity is based on the fact that 
;he state does not tax its corporations. Unlike most 
states in this country, Nevada has taken a “pro- 
ausiness” stance and they realize that taxing busi- 
ness is the wrong approach to a healthy state 
:conomy. 

RAISING CAPITAL: For the individual look- 
ing to raise capital for a business or project, the 
corporate structure is superior. Corporations al- 
low investors an opportunity to participate in the 
profitability and growth of a business without hav- 
ing to participate in the day-to-day workings of the 
business. Through the sale of stock to investors, a 
corporation is able to raise capital at all phases of 
its life cycle. This process can be kept simple by 
limiting the number of investors involved; but if a 
corporation is planning to raise large amounts of 
capital and solicit many potential investors, the 
rules and regulations can become quite stringent. 

ASSET PROTECTION: A newer attraction 
to corporations has been the use of corporations for 
the protection of assets. The litigation boom that 
is occurring in this country and the increasing 
involvement of government in our personal and 
financial lives has caused individuals to seek ways 
of protecting that which they have acquired. Real 
estate, vehicles, securities and other valuable as- 
sets are being removed from the individual owner- 
ship and placed inside the security of corpora- 
tions. 

For information about how Nevada Corpo- 

rations can benefit your situation call 800-39%- 

1077. 

When: Fri/Sat/Sun- 

February 28--March 2, 1997 

Where: The Imperial Palace 

Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada 

Featuring 

Cort W. Christie, CEO 

of Nevada Corporate 
Hotel Information: To 

reserve your room at the special 

discounted rate, call NCH’s 

exclusive, full-service travel 

Headquarters, Inc. 

-Plus- 

Pat Cavanaugh 
agent: 

TheTravelShop-(702)233-6444 II 
Ex-IRS Examiner 

Call NCH, Inc. at 

(800) 398-1077 Achieve real personal & business 

privacy by attending this hard-hitting 

course exclusively for Nevada Corpora- 

tions! 

Update On Janet 

Editor’s note: Janet (the lady in the 

Christmas Day auto wreck) was in our 

office recently and expressed her grati- 

tude to all of our readers who have sent 

her cards and letters. She will one day 

soon be writing a letter to all of you thru 

the paper. If you want to write to her the 

address is: 

Janet Leary 

5200 Entrar Dr. #54 

Palmdale, CA 9355 1 
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reallybaqiscredi~somedepositwritingwhichtbymay 

pmssfkomhandtohanliasmoacy. 

Anditcameto-passt.hatattheendofanothertendays 
Hansenhadpmtendedtoloantomiinymore merchants and 

u had given writings ofdepositforase&dthousandsheckels, 
makin~twothous&shec~andstillhebadaBthezold 
Wher&onHansenreflectedtohimself,”Whataleadeu~ipe 
cinch. IwonderwhyIdidnotthinkofthisbefore. Icancollect 

Our Money. ~e~h~O-‘cr&~w-w-“genuine. 
ThereuPonHansencausedittobenoisedaboutthathe 

Editor ‘snote: We couldn’t resist sharing with you 
posesed a vast store of gold for hire and many merchants 

security,” and the seryant departed swiftly. came to borrow, and to each Hansen delivered writings of 
this great little ‘yable” which has been published in the Soontherecametohimagreatmerchantwhosaidtohim, ~posit~~ll~edg~tistrry~~Pledges 
CONTACT in the W/94 issue. “Hansen, you old crook, I am in a jam for a few sheckels of from each of all his possessions, even unto his im 

gold. Wilt thou lend me?” 
The following story was told by Mr. Robert Hemphill, Hansen replied, “Money is very tight these days, but it 

personal raiment-until he had issued writings of deposit for 
ten thousand sheckels and held mortgages on substantially the 

who was credit manager of the Federal Reserve Bank of might be arranged. What is thy need?’ whole city. 
Atlanta for eight years. The merchant answered, “Two hundred sheckels.” ThenwentHansenuntothewisemanofthecityandsaid 

Then said Hansen, “It is a sum’? unto him, “Verily I have discovered the gmatest racket of all 
THE STORY OF OUR MONEY Then the merchant showed Hansen a writing of his time. 1 have learned the magic of making gold out ofbologna; 

’ possessionsofmemham& to the amount ofathousand shedrels. and if1 can keep my formula secret for a few years I will collect 
Once upon a time to the temple of the Thirteen Suns came Hansensaid, “It is not enough. ThoumustalsoPledget a fortune that will make Solomon’s treasum look like a 

the rich and Powerful Chief Comah the Third who said to the &ding and thy slaves and thy mimer&” whereupon the secondhand store. Tell me how I may keep secret 

goldsmith ofthe temple, Hansen El Rashab, “I have much gold merchant, after much protest, pledged all his Possessions, 

and am about to depart for a far country. Wilt thou keep this 

this bonanza from mine own profit?' 

even unto his innermost Personal raiment. Then said the wiseman, “Look wise and say little, and 
gold safely for me against my return a year hence? I will pay Then said he to Hansen, “I place to store so much Obtain the ear of the 
thee well.” gold. Keep it safe for me and writing which I m~ 

only upon little-known matters offar off. 
town cryerand gadge him to spread the impressionthat money 

The Wiley Hansen coughed loudly and covered his coun- deliver to whomsoever I will.” And Hansen did even so. 
tenance with a cloth lest the rich Oomah the Third observe his The next day came another merchant and another and 

is a mysterious subject which no one understands, save thee 

joy to have this treasure in his possession When he was calm still another, and to each Hansen loaned a Portion of the gold 
alone. Be friendly with the King’s councilors, and grant their 
f avors that the Ring may smile upon thee.” 

and could look serious he said unto Oomah, “It is a very great of Chief Oomah the Third, taking from each as security his And Hansen did as he was bid, and collected much usury 
responsibility and risk, but I will undertake it for a tithe, which entire Possessions, including his innermost Personal raiment, from his phony loan deposits, ad built for fin&f a -on 

shall be one sheckel in every ten.” and gave to each a writing upon parchment showing that each and collected works of art aud clothed his wife and concubines 
Then said the Chief Oomah, “It is a deal,” and forthwith had, ondeposit, the gold hehadborrowed, until uponthe tenth with finest linens and j~ds. And when his business had 

his slaves delivered many bags containing in all a thousaud day, he had given parchment deposit writings for the whole grown to many times its humble beginnings he took over the 

sheckels of gold for which Hausen El Rashab, the goldsmith, of the thousand sheckels, but he still had all the gold. 
gave the chief a parchment deposit writing Payable to whom- &I the next day came another merchant and another and 

entire temple. And, by way of a sly joke, called it the “First 
National Bank”, the same b&g from au obscure language 

soever. And thereupon, Chief Oomah departed happily upon still another, and to eachHansen showedthe great store of gold mean@, “place of ima- man@. 

his journey. of Oomah the Third and to each he pretended to loau a Portion This is the reason all banks have great marble pillars and 
AS soon aS he WAS well out of the country, the shrewd although he had p~Cdy loaned it all to the first ones who bronze doors So that they may resemble outside as well as 

Hansen called his confidential scribe and bade him thus: “Go came. Hansen reflectedmuchupon this curious state of affairs internally the place of imaginary money which Hansen El 
the now to the merchants whom 1 tell of and secretly say to and said to himself, ‘These birds know not how much gold 1 

each that thy master hatb a little gold for hire upon good 

R&abbuilt uPon the gold of (hmah the Third in the Temple 

possess. They do not want the actual gold itself What they ofthe Thirteen Suns. 

BLM Regulations 

Give More Power 
Editor snote: Regmttabty, this information will not teach 

you in time to respond befotv the “deadline” mentioned in 

the article. The proposed changes, however seem right in 

train with other ominous encroachments on ourfkedom and 

we (as usual) gladly pass it along to you. Theta may yet be 

some avenues open/or action to oppose this tentacle ofthe 

Elite trap. 

From: (a letter to) The Humboldt Sun, Jan. 15, 1997 
Winnemucca, NV, [quoting:] 
To the Editor: 

On Nov. 7, two days after president Clinton was re- 
elected, proposed changes in the Bureau of Land 
Management’s regulations were published in the Federal 
Register that would grant much broader Powers to BLM law 
enforcement officers. According to an article in the Western 

Livestock Journal, some of the changes, among others, would 
be the following: 

BLM law enforcement would expand its Policing author- 
ity beyond BLM land to “activities on or having a clear po 
tential to affect water bodies on or adjacent to BLM lands.” 
Activities on private land adjacent to or upstream from BLM 

land would fall under these new regulations. 
Enforcement is authorized, according to any federal law 

or rule of law to: stop vehicles; search any person, place or 

vehicle without warrant orplrocess; seize without warrant or 

process any piece ofevidence; andmahe arrests without war- 

rant or press. (emphasis added) 

BLM is asking to redefine a highway, road or trail as a 
“way or trail that is publicly maintained and open to the pub- 
lic for vehicular traftlc.” This means that the little two-track 

roads in Nevada would not be considered roads and could be 
closed by the BLM, which fits right in with their desire to 
expand the definition of a “primitive area” whereby “the en- 
vironment could be Preserved by management of activities 
and exclusions of additional roads and commercial develop- 
ments.” 

Another change would be to expand BLM authority over 
motor vehicles, which is typically and traditionally reserved 
to state and local governments. If state and local laws are 
less stringent than BLM regulations, their regulations would 
be the minimum standard and would apply to you and your 
motor vehicle. BLM regulations would apply to speed lim- 
its, DUI, brakes, lights, mufllers, seat belts, Parking, etc. No 

operating a vehicle in a manner causing or likely to be a “dis- 
hubauce of the soil (there go your four-wheelers), water, wild- 
life, wildlife habitat, improvements, cultural, paleontologi- 
cal or vegetative resourcesn 

The proposed regulations would expand the BLM au- 
thority over use of alcohol, au authority typically reserved by 
the state. 

Furthermore, unless authorized by BLM, no discharges 
of firearms will be allowed. 

No defacing, removing or destroying natural features or 
resources including plants or their Parts, soil, rocks (no more 
rockhounding) and minerals without BLM permission. 

No diverting, transporting or removing any water re- 

soun;eownedbyorreservedtotheU.S.andadministeredby 
BLM without BLM Permission. Just what this would mean 
is unclear but could have tremendous ramifications. 

Does all this set in motion the precedent for a possible 
federal police force? It sure sounds like it to me. These 
propsed roles will not affect just the livestock people, but ev- 
eryone in the county or state who uses or recreates on BLM 
land in any way. 

If you’d like more imormation you can obtain a copy of 
the rule changes in the Federal Register form Jeff at the 
Humboldt County Library-pages 57,605 through 57,621 
dated Nov. 7,1996. 

I urge you to find out all you can about this and make 

your thoughts known to the BLM. The deadline for com- 
menting is Feb. 5, 1997. Direct your comments to: Bureau 
of Land Management, Administrative Record Room 402 LS, 
1849 C Street NW, Washington D.C. 20240. 

Also, let your representative in Washington know how 
you feel. 
Les stewart 
Paradise Valley 
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Continued Interview 

With Dr, Horowitz 

got this disease, and of course, I interviewed in my 
book Emerging viruses: AIDS & EBOLA, Dr. Robert 
Strecker, in Chapter 7 to Lauri Garrett, of course, in 
The Coming Plagues and others in her entourage- 
which again, the purpose of which is disinformation 
because Lauri Garrett, along with Richard Preston who 
wrote The Hot Zone, was funded by the Sloan Founda- 
tion to uroduce that work; and that, the Sloan Founda- 
tion was not only intimately involved in the develop- 
ment, of these types of viruses, but they gave Dr. Gallo 
some of his reagents. They paid MIT two-hundred- 
thousand dollars a year under the neuro-scientists um- 
brella for “mass persuasion technologies research” for, 
quote, “public management”, end quote-that is, brain- 
washing. So that’s what The Hot Zone and The Com- 

ing Plagues virtually are. Garrett very conveniently 
misses an entire decade where they were recombining 
these viruses, and she, like Dr. Gallo, defends against 

with CONTACT readers. That interview took place the researchers in New York who discussed having their the manmade theory of AIDS by saying that they didn’t 

by telephone on Jan. 14, 1997. We here begin Part monkeys said that seventy percent of their monkeys have the, quote, “molecular genetic engineering capa- 
II; Part I was last week’s Front Page story. were contaminated with Hepatitis B environmentally, bilities” until 1975. Well, that’s very true, but 

Martia: Let’s go back to Litton Bionetics Research as well as numerous other viruses, and that was a ma- Alexander Graham Bell did not need fiber optics to 

Lab. I want to have you talk extensively about Litton, jor problem-a biohazard and containment problem- make his first telephone call, either. What she ne- 
the FDA, the Centers for Disease Control, the National and the contract to make sure that these viruses didn’t glected to tell you is, that they were recombining these 
Cancer institute, as well as Merck Pharmaceutical. escape from these labs was held by Dow Chemical Com- viruses from 1965 through 1975 and we have meticu- 

Let’s try and link all of these together. pany. And they only spent one percent of their entire lous documentation on all of that. 
Dr. Horowitz: Well, they’re very easily linked to- budget to make sure that an outbreak did not occur. Martin: Now, it just so happens that the research 

gether because of the contracts that I publish in the And, clearly, outbreaks have occurred. seemed to have accelerated suddenly when funding 

book Emerging Viruses: AIDS & EBOLA. Not only the Martin: Let’s talk about Reston. came on the scene. Is that true? 

one under which Litton developed numerous AIDS-like Dr. Horowitz: Ok, but before that let me just fol- Dr. Horowitz: Yes, that’s very, very true. And, of 

and EBOLA-like viruses, but their grants for supply low-up your question. Bionetics sent Merck, Sharp and course, that’s exactly what I told you and as a result of 
services. Actually, it was “support services” for the Dohme contaminated monkeys to develop the 1974 ex- the Special Virus Cancer Program was a result of the 

SVCP, that is, quote, “support services for the Special perimental Hepatitis B vaccine that Merck, together distribution of massive amounts of monkey cancer vi- 
Virus Cancer Program.” End quote. That was the con- with the Food & Drug Administration, the Centers for ruses to humans, through the contaminated polio vac- 
tract-and even Dr. Gallo admitted to me, during my Disease Control, and the National Institute for Aller- tines during the late ’50s and early ’60s. And, unfor- 

telephone conversation with him, that they provided gies and Infectious Diseases, they made the first four tunately for humanity, they’ve never cleaned them up. 
all of the cancer researchers throughout the world, in- lots of experimental Hepatitis B vaccine that most plau- They’re probably making so much money off of 

eluding the biological weapons developers throughout sibly brought AIDS to the world. And that’s my the- humanity’s suffering, and because it’s the Population 

the world, with a11 of the monkeys, all of the monkey sis. And I go into detail about why it is that I say that. Control Council of the City of New York that was con- 
viruses, all :6f the monkey cell-lines, all of the reagents , So, those specific organizations ARE intimately con- nected to the Sloan Foundation, because Laurance 
associated with primate cancer research. netted and are highly implicated in the emergence of Rockefeller sat on both boards, and that these people 

Martin: We’re talking about Litton now? the AIDS epidemic. are intimately connected with the Council on Foreign 

Dr. Horowitz: Exactly, Litton Bionetics. Now, Martin: Did you do any research at all on the Car- Relations and the population control people are also 

what they supplied-how you hook these organizations ibbean? the cancer research people, also are the military medi- 

together with the others is very, very clear. They sup- Dr. Horowitz: A little bit. In particular, are you cal industrial complex directors and profiteers. These 

plied the contaminated monkeys and chimpanzees. concerned about Haiti? are the people, then, that have no motivation for re- 

Now, their labor‘atories were breeding grounds for vi- Martin: Yes. ducing the cancer epidemic, cleaning up the vaccines. 

ruses jumping from one monkey to the next. In fact, Dr. Horowitz: Well, it’s very clear how Haitians They’re literally making vast fortunes off of humanity’s 
suffering, and in the process, as 

Need A Speaker For A Special Meeting? 
people die, that actually is consis- 
tent with the population control 
agenda which, according to the 
March/April 1996 issue of Foreign 

Why not invite a famous author? 
Affairs Magazine, which is put out 
by the Council on Foreign Relations, 
there was a full page plea to Coun- 
cil members in there to recognize the 
urgent need to reduce the United 
States’ population down to the 

Dr. Len Horowitz, one of healthcare’s most captivating motivational speakers, can be 
booked through Tetrahedron, Inc., a nonprofit educational corporation, for special events 
and fund raisers. Dr. Horowitz, the author of all these fine books and tapes, presents 
speeches and seminars on more than a dozen topics ranging from AIDS and the politics of 
health care reform, to communication, selfcare motivation, stress management, and 
relationship building. 

1940s-that’s about 55 percent of 
what it is today. So when you see 
one out of every two people in the 
United States today, just recognize 
that one out of two has to go, based 
on our military/medical/industrial- 

ists. 
Dr. Horowitz’s presentations have been described as “marvelous,“ “loving,” “exciting, 

Fascinating,” “enlightening,” “inspiring,” “patriotic,” “exceptional,” “cjtstanding,” “ener- 
getic,” and ‘“spiritually uplifting.” He has personally trained more than 20,000 health 
professionals, and has presented customized programs for associations, corporations, 
government agencies, hospitals, schools and colleges, management and insurance 
groups, community and religious organizations, health resorts, athletic clubs, and public 
libraries throughout North America. 

Program planners who would like to receive information are encouraged to call toll free 
806-336-9266, and ask for Jackie Lindenbach. 

Martin: Why is the Human 

Genome Project so significant with 
respect to the development and 
manufacture of retroviruses? 

Dr. Horowitz: Because the 
retroviruses play a part of the role 
of accomplishing what the Human 
Genome Project began as, which is 
called Eugenics, which is the study 
of racial hygiene and the differences 
and genetic predisposition to disease 
between the races. Again, all of this 
research, starting in the 192Os, was 
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started by the Rockefellers and the Rockefeller Foun- to support his racial hygiene laws, and then, with the capacity to develop designer viruses that ONLY trig- 

dation. They’ve paid-and, again, you have a Nazi purging of the Jews from the European universities, ger specific gene sequences and target genes within a 

connection-they paid for the development of the Kai- the researchers who were involved in Eugenics and certain genome, within a certain human genome, and 

ser Wilhelm Institute during the 192Os, which gave rise genetic engineering, they came to the United States, -that can trigger a certain disease in a certain race. And 

to the center of the Eugenics movement, and the ten- many of them. Many of them went to work for that’s why it is so risky, in my opinion, to not consider 

ter of the racial hygiene movement. And in the United Rockefeller University in New York and/or the Uni- this information urgently when we stand on the brink 

States, the Rockefeller-funded research supported the versity of Chicago,. which was also funded by of administering an Anthrax vaccine to 1.4 million 

racial hygiene laws in the United States wherein a Rockefeller money. They continued that research, and military personnel, of which 37 percent are Black and 

Black man, if he wanted to marry a White woman, of course, during the Holocaust, people were subjected Hispanic, and that one vaccine could literally wipe out 

would be arrested-and likewise, if a White man tc the most horrifying experiments. For example, they all of the able bodied men, Black and Hispanic minor- 
wanted to marry a Black woman, he would be arrested. took large gauge needles and gouged the eyes of the ity men in the military. So, that’s the frightening re- 

This was based on the bogus science that carried a ra- prisoners to get eye-color samples so that they could ality of what we’ve got today. 

cial agenda. And if the critical readers and the scien- do genetic testing on eye color. And then, this type of Martin: What really happened at Reston? 

tists who read this don’t believe that, I urge you to get research continued there and continued after the war, Dr. Horowitz: What happened at Reston is virtu- 

a book called The Science ofcoercion, by Christopher as we brought in people like Eric Traub, and perhaps ally what happened at Davis in California, Marburg in 

Simpson, wherein he discusses how easy it has been Dr. Duesberg, and we brought in people who went to Germany, Worcestershire in Philadelphia-you had 

for the powers that be to brainwash even the most pres- work in Cold Springs Harbor in New York. And there EBOLA-like viruses break out from Litton Bionetics 

tigious scientists. So, you see that the Rockefeller- they recently finished this Human Genome Project. So exported monkeys. That’s what you had. The Reston 

funded agenda, they brainwashed health scientists and, you have about 75 years of research that’s recently be- virus, which people heard that the Reston facility was 

of that, laws, political action were developed, legisla- ing completed wherein they now know the genetic pre- only supplying-and they read this in Richard Preston’s 

tion was developed, and this gave rise to Hitler’s de- disposition, specific genes that cause specific diseases book The Hot Zone, which I definitely tell people to 

mands for international support. In 1932, in Mein in certain races of people. And of course, as Dr. Gallo read. I highly recommend that you read that book so 

KattrpJ he points to the Rockefeller-funded research and Lauri Garrett admit, since 1975, they’ve had the that you know what sophisticated counterintelligence 
propaganda reads like. So in that book you 

- 1 

Tetrahedro 
around rhc world 

Health science comnrrcr~icatimtv 
blishing Group 

20 Post Office BOK 402 Rockport, MA 01966.508-546-6586. Fax: 508-546-9226 

ould modem advances in cancer research and genetic 
biotechnology have given rise to new viruses and the 
current and coming plagues? More frightening, could 

the AIDS and Ebola epidemics have been planned? 
This is the first in-depth exploration into the origins of 

the AIDS and Ebola viruses. Claims that these “emerging 
viruses” naturally evolved and then jumped species from 
monkey to man seem grossly unfounded in light of the 
compelling evidence assembled in this extraordinary text. 
Alternatively, the possibility that these bizarre germs were 
laboratory creations, accidentally or intentionally transmit- 
ted via tainted vaccines in the U.S. and Africa is investigated 
here. 

This new text reviews the numerous viral vaccine studies 
conducted simultaneously in New York City and Central 
Africa by a narrow network of virologists working for major 
military-medical contractors under the auspices of the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the World Health Orga- 
nization (WHO). The text presents fascinating and horrify- 
ing facts about the biological weapons race of the 1960s and 
early 1970s when these researchers developed countless im- 
mune system ravaging viruses, and experimented with an as- 
sortment of antidote vaccines allegedly for “defense” and 

cancer prevention. 
The accidental and genocidal theories of AIDS are 

meticuously explored within the social and political context of 
this stormy period of American military science. The text 
hauntingly dissects the potential motives and administrative 
mechanisms underlying the prevalent belief that HIV and 
Ebola may have been deliberately deployed. 
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earn that Reston was supplying monkeys to 
Jnited States Army Research Institute for 
:nfectious Diseases and that they were-they 
mported these monkeys from the Philip- 
lines, Reston said, and that they originated 
iom unreliable monkey traders in Central 
4frica who didn’t care about whether the 
nonkeys might have been contaminated. 

4nd that, all of this is, virtually, hogwash. 
See, if you’re the National Cancer Institute 
md you’re using millions and millions of 
dollars of monkeys and chimpanzees every 
year, first of all, are you going to rely on 
unreliable monkey traders to supply your 
monkeys? Or, are you going to set up shop, 
or pay a good-ale’-boy inside player to set 
up shop? You better believe you’re going to 
set up shop, and that’s the shop that Litton 
Bionetics owned. Their monkey colonies 
were in southeast Uganda, and their research 
labs were in northwest Uganda, affiliated 
with the International Association for Re- 
search & Cancer. And so, Bionetics shipped 
the monkeys, 1 tracked the first EBOLA out- 
break-actually, the mother of EBOLA was 
Marburg, the mother of Marburg was rhab- 
dovirus simiae. And that was the virus that 
John Landon at Litton Bionetics Research 
Labs, in 1965, took-he inoculated 18 mon- 
keys with the rhabdovirus simiae-that’s a 
rabies-type virus that caused hemorrhagic 
fever in the monkeys, and that 9 of them 
died, he said; nine were transferred. The 
ones that were transferred, for those who saw 
the movie Outbreak, you know the valuable 
monkey who lived in the end that they had 
to get, held the antibodies, it was rushed off 
to the vaccine production facility because it 
was used to make a vaccine. And that’s what 
John Landon did with the monkeys that 
lived. He shipped them to the vaccine pro- 
duction facilities, and that’s exactly where 
the mother of EBOLA, Marburg broke out 
in 1967. And so, I show you again in the 
book Emerging Viruses: AIDS & EBOLA, 

that two of the world’s top experts in mon- 
key viruses, who literally held-one of them, 
Sy Kalter, from Southwest Foundation Re- 
search Labs, came right out in a symposium 
and said this virus was man-made, And that 
was his job. He held the contract to let 
people know, to tell the scientists what kinds 
of viruses were emerging out of the labs. 
And that’s where I got the title of the book, 
Emerging Viruses. I did it kind of as a pro- 

J 
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test. I got the title because the initial phrase “emerg- 
ing viruses” was Sy Kalter’s. That was associated with 
the viruses that were recombining in the laboratories 
and breaking out of the laboratories. Today, of course, 
the disinformation artists in the media and the spin- 
doctors have made it seem that these emerging viruses 
are emerging out of caves in Central Africa--thank 
you, Richard Preston-or out of the African rain for- 
est--thank you, Lauri Garrett. And that this is abso- 
lutely hogwash when you see that what they were do- 
ing in these labs was horrifying. For example, Litton 
Bionetics, I show you their entire list of viruses and 
monkey viruses that they were recombining. How 
would you like to have aerosolized leukemia? That’s 
one of the viruses. They took acute lymphocytic leu- 
kemia and recombined it with influenza and parain- 
fluenza, and that’s one of the viruses that was floating 
around in their laboratories and in their monkeys. 

Martin: Do we have permission to reprint that 
page out of your book? 

Dr. Horowitz: Oh, yes! I think you should re- 
print that page. I think that there’s two pages there. 
You should reprint that page, both of them [see this 
page and the next 3 fork Horowitz S two pages men- 

tioned here], because you see there--they took all of 
these hideous viruses like SV40 and recombined them 
with everything that they had their in their labs. And 
you better believe, because their biohazard and con- 
tainment was so abysmal, thank you Dow Chemical- 
and, interestingly enough, it’s a good ole’ boy net- 
work-guess who did the testing for Dow Chemical’s 
chemical carcinogenesis tests? You know, who made 

sure that all of Dow Chemical’s and Monsanto’s chemi- 
cals were not causing cancer in humans? 

Martin: I give up, who? 
Dr. Horowitz: Litton Bionetics. 
Martin: Gee, what a surprise. 
Dr. Horowitz: Yes, nci kidding. Like, you scratch 

my back and I’11 scratch yours. 
Martin: Let’s go back to Merck. 
Dr. Horowitz: Ok. George W. Merck, the presi- 

dent of Merck, Sharp, & Dohme, was America’s bio- 
logical weapons industry director, personally appointed 
by President Roosevelt after World War II. And so, 
you see, Merck from the beginning was heavily in- 
volved in American intelligence and biowarfare and 
CIA’s top secret MK-NAOMI. Therefore, literally, all 
it would have taken for the accidental theory to have 
been unfolded was one contaminated monkey or chimp 
that was used to make that 1974 experimental Hepati- 
tis-B vaccine that was simultaneously given to 200,000 
human subjects by 1974 in New York City and Central 
Africa; and by the way, they also used, besides gay men 
in New York City, they used Willow Brook State School 
mentally retarded children on Staten Island to test that 
vaccine. But, that’s the accidental theory. All it would 
have taken, likewise, for the intentional theory to have 
been perpetrated is-or the intentional contamination 
of that vaccine by the CIA-was one agent with ac- 
cess, be it a scientist, a CIA scientist, or be it just a 
CIA agent who was juit given, ‘you know, only infor- 
mation on a need-to-know basis-maybe, you go take 
this little sample here, this little vial,,and you go drop 
this into that particular drum, and you don't have to 

know what's in it. It’s none of your business, just do 
it. And that’s literally all it would have taken in 
Merck’s labs. I mean, they were a maior biological 

weapons contractor for the Department of Defense and 
for the CIA’s top secret project MK-NAOMI. 

Martin: It is obvious, and will be if it hasn’t been, 
to our readers that there is indeed a depopulation 
agenda. The contaminated vaccines, which, by the way, 
you could speak more about-are jist one means 
whereby the “useless eaters” will be thinned out. Do 
you, in reality, see any hope for curtailing the massive 
onslaught of infectious disease in large metropolitan 
areas? 

Dr. Horowitz: There’s several things to do to as- 
sure that, or at least reduce those risks. One is the 

important role that you’re playing and other journal- 
ists are playing in getting the information out. Num- 
ber one, if you alert people to the fact that urban areas 
are the target zones and that, currently, as of January 
‘96, the Department of Defense holds the legislative 
power, they have been given permission to test biologi- 
cal weapons in the public domain without gaining in- 
formed consent, and without notifying the public. Lit- 
erally, what is written, and I have a copy of that, nu- 
merous other people have copies of this document, that 
they-all they have to do is notify one or more public 
officials from that town or city that they are planning 
to release biological weapons in. Also, I have access 
to photographs which show the spraying trucks that 

they are apparently using for these operations. I’ve 
been informed that the spraying is already happening. 
We suspect that this has happened already, that they 
have released some of these biologicals for testing- 
and, it’s not just for testing; it’s like you say, it’s for 
culling and killing. And it’s, basically, urgent that 
the information gets out to hopefully stop this process, 
or at least alert people that they should not be in these 
urban areas, in these major target cities. That’s num- 
ber one. 

Number two is, that the FDA and the New World 
Order directors, they are currently involved in push- 
ing through legislation that will virtually eliminate the 
public’s access to all natural alternatives such as the 

FORMAT OF THE REPORT 

This review is divided into five types of studies plus an Addendum. 

The studies are: 

A. Major Studies 

B. Special Studies 

C. Other Active Studies 

D. Long-term Holding Studies 

E. Terminated Studies 

A major study is the product of an ad hoc committee formed within the 

Special Virus Leukemia Program to investigateareas of significance. These 

are major group or collaborative efforts with emphasis on inoculation of 

human material and subsequent long-term holding. These studies extend from 

August 1964 to May 1967. 

The special studies program was formally initiated in June 1969, 

although procedures of this type had been employed since September 1968. 

With the shift in emphasis from gross tumor development to more sophis- 

ticated procedures involving inoculation and detection, a new type of 

program was developed. The objectives were to provide for experimental 

manipulation, close observation and monitoring of a limited number of 

selected animals. These studies proceed according to more formal protocols 

which involve greater varieties of inoculation procedures, possible animal 

p,econditioning such as imnunosuppression, or surgical manipulation, 

delayed hypersensitivity and more extensive and diverse monitoring. 

Section C consists of current studies not of a special- nature. 

These are programs with specified time limits for review, evaluation and 

subsequent implementing of decisions. Many of these may be considered 

preliminary investigations into previously undefined areas. 

Section D includes those animals being maintained for extended time 

periods. The rationale is based on known long latent periods in primary 

animal tumor systems. In most of these, the inocula were human leukemic 

or tumor materials inoculated between 1962 and 1965. 

Section E lists all completed studies. 

The Addendum contains reports on two uninoculated groups: 

1. Spontaneous neoplasia in the primate breeding colony; 

2. Incidence of neoplasia in animals experimentally 
manipulated elsewhere and held at Bionetics. 

Under Sections A through E, the studies are arranged alphabetically 

by investigator. Various codes are used to make the tables containing the 

information more meaningful. Origin of material is a capital letter 

(key 1.a) and is associated with the disease type, which is also.coded 
(key 1.b). Information relative to source--the type of material used--is 

coded by numeral (key 1.~). The number inoculated and the number dead or 
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FDA is currently pushing through and the CDC is cuc- 
rently pushing through legislation to outlaw the pub- 
lic use of, or public access to, these colloidal silver 
products. Now, I’m not an expert in any of these ar- 
eas, but I am a concerned citizen and I am apprecia- 
tive of my vitamins. Also involved now in World 
Health Codex legislation, where they’re pushing 
through international standards for vitamins so that 
Americans will not very likely be able to get a vita- 
min, for example, that contain 400 international units 
of natural vitamin E. They are only going to limit it 
to 30 international units. And so, you and I and ev- 
eryone else out there-will no longer be able to get the 
vitamins that solid research has already shown can help 

prevent all sorts of things from cancer to heart dis- 
ease. 

Number three, they are quickly pushing through 
legislation to eliminate the public’s access to botani- 
cals, that is, remedies made from plants, so the we 
will no longer have access to those things. Now, given 
the fact that it was the FDA, along with the other or- 
ganizations, such-as Merck and the CDC and the Na- 
tional Institute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases 
that we intimately involved in developing the vaccine 
that most plausibly brought AIDS to the world-these 
are the same people that want to take away your inex- 
pensive, over-the-counter remedies. Can you trust these 
people? I don’t think so. And what you’re doing by 

transferred are real numbers. The dates present in the tabulations refer 

to the time the animals were placed on study. 

1. Material inoculated 
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DC 
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EL 

avian 

bovine 

chemical 

equine 

feline 

;iu,;;;a Pig 

murine 

ovine 
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simian 

Adenovirus 12 + SV-40 

Adenovirus 2 + SV-40 

Adenovirus 2 + parainfluenza 

Adenovirus 7 

Acute leukemia 

Acute lymphocytic leukemia.. 
Acute-lymphocytic leukemia + influenza 

Acute lymphocytic leukemia + parainfluenza 

American Burkitt's lymphoma 

Acute myelogenous leukemia 

Acute myelogenous leukemia + monocytic leukemia 

Acute monocytic leukemia 

Arthropod-borne virus 

Atypical monocytosis 

Australia antigen 

Bacterial agent 

Burkitt's lymphoma 

Bovine leukemia 

Condyl oma acuminatum 

Congenital cerebral hyperplasia 

Control familial 

Chediak-Higashi 

Chondrosarcoma 

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

Chronic qyelogenous leukemia 

Cytomegalovirus 

Congenital stem cell leukemia 

Disease'control 

Dawson's encephalitis 

Echovirus 9 

Erythroid leukemia 
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getting thjs information out there is a major public 
service, because if people do not wake up and they don’t 
call and write their legislators and demand that they 
vote against this legislation-and, if they don’t demand 
that there’s an investigation of the FDA-then, people 
deserve to die, in my opinion, and they’re going to die. 
You know, you just can’t sit back and let this type of 
thing happen when your parents and your children are 
dying. You have to be totally brain-dead to have this 
evidence, [and then] sit back and do nothing. The first 
thing you should do is critically evaluate the evidence. 
People who can’t afford $29.95 or are afraid that they 
are going to make me rich by buying my book, just go 
to your library., Ask your library to get a copy of it. 
Read it. 

Martin: I can certainly say to our readers, of all 
the books I’ve seen in recent years, yours is certainly 
worth the price. 

Dr. Horowitz: Thank you, 1 appreciate that very 
much, And I greatly support all of the people that have 
said wonderful things about it and all of the people 
who have taken it upon themselves to help promote it. 
It’s been wonderful. 

Martin: We’re nearing the end here of my pre- 
pared questions anyway, let’s talk about the upsurge in 
breast cancer, prostate cancer and Epstein-Barr. Do 
you see those as a direct result of what you’ve been 
talking about? 

Dr. Horowitz: Potentially so. There’s no doubt, 
as 1 was reviewing the literature, I found hideous in- 
formation in the scientific literature regarding breast 
cancer viruses that they were-National Cancer Insti- 

tute investigators-were studying during a special can- 
cer virus program. They were, for example, taking 
mouse mammary tumor viruses, they were recombin- 
ing them with other viruses. They were inoculating 
these viruses into other animals such as cows. Shortly 
thereafter they were discovering these mouse breast 
cancer viruses in the cow’s milk and then, a couple 
years later they were finding them in female lactate- 
mother’s breast milk, which infants were now receiv- 
ing. There were studies specifically published by the 
National Cancer Institute in a monograph that shows 
that they were doing similar research with prostate 
cancer viruses, and the specific virus tumor interac- 
tion that really began to be a major focus in the early 
’60s for the World Health Organization and the Na- 
tional Cancer Institute was the lymphoma and leuke- 
mia-like Burkitt’s lymphoma and leukemia-and spe- 
cifically the Burkitt’s lymphoma research that was on- 
going in central Africa. There was an area there en- 
demic to Burkitt’s lymphoma and non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma, and there is where they started to take these 
cancer viruses and study them. Now, what do we have? 
Twenty, thirty years later we have a m epidemic of 
leukemia, lymphoma, breast cancer, prostate cancer- 
whereas those specific tumors were virtually flatlined, 
they were not increasing from the beginning of the 
cancer registries in the early 19OOs, up until 1970. All 
of a sudden, 1970 they are starting to rise a little bit. 
1980, they’re rising much faster. In the 199Os, they’re 
going through the sky. So, that it totally consistent 
also with what Dr. Bernice Eddy predicted. Dr. Bernice 
Eddy was the National Institute of Health’s vaccine 
contamination analyst who informed her colleagues and 
informed her superiors at the National Institute of 
Health, in the early 196Os, that they’re spreading can- 
cer viruses in their polio vaccines. And it took her 10 
years to go to Congress, before she went to Congress 
in 1972, four days before President Nixon’s helicopter 
touched down on Ft. Detrick, Maryland facilities, which 
was the biological weapons testing center of the world 
wherein he says, quote, “We’re transforming swords 
into plowshares,” end quote, by making the biological 
weapons testing facility here the home of the National 
Cancer Institute. That was in 1972. 

And Bernice Eddy, four days before that, goes to 
Congress and she tells Congressmen, “If you continue 
to allow these contaminated vaccines to go out, I guar- 
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antee you over the next twenty years you will have epi- rally. You utilize, for example-Joan Priestly, who’s a 

demics of cancer, unlike the world has ever seen.” physician up in Alaska who’s been treating, very suc- 

Martin: Isn’t that interesting. cessfully, over 600 HIV-AIDS-Chronic Fatigue pa-. 

Dr. Horowitz: And they didn’t listen to her. tients-mostly through alternative natural herbs and 

Martin: We’re just about on track. nutritional recommendations and natural antivirals that 

Dr. Horowitz: Yes, that’s exactly right. exist, that we actually tell people about on our web site. 
Martin: Last evening you spoke in Atlanta. Was You can download it for free on our web site, [see book 

anyone from the CDC brave enough to attend your lec- ad on page 13 for web site address ] her three pages of 

lure, and if so, what were their comments? recommendations to boost your immune system. So, I 

Dr. Horowitz: No, nobody from the CDC raised recommend to people, (a) if you’re not ailing, if you’re 

their hand last night. We had numerous researchers, not sick, don’t worry about it; but just use this infor- 

numerous physicians, numerous public health nurses. mation as a prompt to go out and develop healthy 

I did some radio out here before the program and they lifestyles. Go out, improve your nutrition, exercise, 

really plugged the program. We had a standing room take care of your body, take care of your mind, take 
only audience last night. And I would say, of the sev- care of your emotions, develop social relationships that 

era1 hundred people that showed, I would say 20-30 are loving and supportive. Develop environments that 
percent were probably in the health fields because we’re are healthier and safer. Go out and, clearly, the ques- 

in Atlanta, as you said. There are so many folks here tion of whether we should be avoiding vaccines, I think 

who are working outside the CDC, or for the CDC. The at this point is a ridiculous question. There’s no ques- 
specific people that I invited from the CDC did not 
come, and that is a tragedy. I had definitely shared 
this information with, at least, two high-up officials at 
the CDC. And it appears to me that they don’t want to 
rock the boat. They don’t want to lose their jobs. They 
don’t want to be like Bernice Eddy, demoted and 
defunded. 

tion in my mind, before I can recommend vaccines- 
and, I have to tell you as a scientist, the theory of vac- 
cines is not a bad theory. It says in the Bible you 

shouldn’t be injecting anything into your blood, but 
the theory of how these things might work is not a bad 
theory. The problem is, the people who are doing this 
cannot be trusted; have shown themselves to be com- 
pletely negligent, unethical, immoral, having alterna- 
tive agendas rather than human health and happiness, 
and that until t,here is a Congressional investigation 
into all of the published facts, I can no longer in good 
conscience recommend people get vaccinated. So, what 
does a parent do? They ask me, “Well, what can I do?” 
And I tell them, first of all, make yourself aware, read. 
Read the book, Emerging l&uses: AIDS & EBOLA [see 

book ad on page 131. Read Vierra Shriber’s books. 
She has been out there for a long time on this issue. 
Read Neil Miller’s books on vaccine risks. Read Bar- 
bara Lo Fisher and Harris Coiter’s books. Make your- 

So this is the situation. We’re looking at man’s 
inhumanity to man. We’re looking at denial and in- 
difference. We’re looking at fear. Fear, basically- 
the reason why people don’t do anything is because 
they’re afraid. And then, fear takes the form of denial 
and indifference. Basically, it’s easy to say, “Well, you 
know, I’ll lose my job and therefore I don’t want to get 
involved.” 

Or, “I’m too busy right now.” That’s kind of like 
indifference. 

“I have my own troubles.” 
“I have my owrrbills to pay.” 
You know, “I don’t want to get shot by the CIA.” 
So many people have told me that I’m absolutely 

crazy for doing what I’m doing. You know something, 
if you had the information that I had, even though you 
have two magnificent, beautiful children, who you love 
with your heart and soul, and you have a magnificent 
wife who is supporting you and just so wonderful- 
even though you have those things, you have no choice. 
You have to understand, if you believe in God, you’re 
doing God’s service. I mean, where do you think I got 
this information from? You read my book-how did I 
find the contracts? It was absolutely extraordinary. 

Martin: Yes, we’ve printed that. 
Dr. Horowitz: It’s like-l can’t-lots of people 

have read The Celestine Prophecy. Well, that’s what 
my life is like. And so, if you were me, there’s no 
other choice. You just do it. 

Martin: Well, that has been my philosophy here 
at CONTACT. 

Dr. Horowitz: No, there’s no choice. You just do 
what is ethical, what is moral, what is right. You trust 
in the Lord. You trust in all of the people who are 
praying for you that they’re going to continue to pray 
for you, and you continue. You just move on, and ev- 
ery day you just make whatever progress you can make. 

Martin: What are the most commonly expressed 
concerns among your audiences, generally? 

Dr. Horowitz: The most commonly expressed con- 
cern is: Do I now have these viruses, and if so, what 
can I do about them? 

The answer to that is: Yes, a recent study in Italy 
shows that 25 percent of a large Italian population carry 
the SD40, the 40th monkey virus genes in their bodies 

now. I guarantee you it’s the same, if not worse, here 
in the United States. And today we’re still giving our 
children the oral polio vaccine that is delivering Sim- 
ian Virus 40 and all of the herpes-type, simian mon- 
key virus contaminants along with it, to our children. 
So, what can you do once you know that you’ve been 
exposed? Well, you virtually do everything that you 
can do for self-care to boost your immune system natu- 
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selves informed consumers so that you can make intel- talk about the spiritual component of good vs. evil, and 
ligent health care decisions. Read these things, and your belief in God. What are your closing thoughts to 
then make a decision. And if you decide then that you our readers, generally, about the subject, and perhaps 

do not want to have your children vaccinated, then state any spiritual or philosophical thoughts you may care 
that “For spiritual and religious reasons, I need to be to share? 
exempt”. Go to your pediatrician, or go to your physi- Dr. Horowitz: That’s just it; I think thzt’s the 
cian, and say, “I would like to have an exemption no- most important take-home message of all, on a couple 
tice, that based on spiritual and religious reasons,“- of different levels. One is, the first level is on the im- 
because you cannot argue anything else, unfortunately, mune system-boosting aspect of faith-in-self and faith- 
in America today-your children will be taken away. in-the-Lord. And the second is-the bottom line is 

Martin: At some later date, our readers would be that the Lord is in control and that all of this is, kind 
very interested in knowing the outcome of your law- of, required to wake people up. And so, let me com- 
suit. And, I know that’s a long story. But I, person- ment on that first, and then I’ll take number two. 
ally, would like to know what happens with that. The immune system is a magnificent creation. God 

Dr. Horowitz: Ok, I will let you know. Just stay designed us all with a fabulous internal defense sys- 
in touch. tern that, if allowed to work and maintained in its natu- 

Martin: Around here we like the phrase, “God ral state, has the capacity to fight off virtually every 
has a Plan 2000, too.” I was very pleased to hear you virus and every bacteria; and what happens is that, 
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3. Number of animals dead or transferred. Reprinted with permission. 

“They don’t even know I exist - I cause hiccups.” 

spiritually and from a self-spiritual perspective, there 
is this issue of self-esteem that plays a major role in 
immune capacity or immune resistance. And here’s 
the metaphor: If you do not know who you are, if you 
do not know the magnificent, capable, worthy, loving 
and loveable creation that God blessed you with-that 
is, your innate self and your innate connection to the 
Lord-if you do not know that, then you really do not 
know who you are. That is, you lack self-knowledge 
and you lack self-esteem. Therefore, how can you ex- 
pect your immune system, the cells in which are de- 
signed to play the role of distinguishing between self 
and non-self, identifying cancer from healthy human 
tissues, bacteria, foreign germs from healthy-how can 
these cells function to determine the difference between 
self and non-self, when you yourself don’t know the 
difference between who you are and who you are not? 

The ‘premier metaphor for immune dysfunction 
problems, boosting yourself back to health-if you are 
aiIing or ill-you need to look at your illness as the 
greatest opportunity that God has ever given you to 
move yourself back into the direction to reestablish 
health, back towards health. And how you do that, 
physically, mentally, emotionally, socially, environmen- 
tally, and spiritually: you improve yourself and your 
surroundings. 

The next thing has to do with the spiritual evolu- 
tion of humanity. The fact of the matter is, research 
and behavioral science has shown that, when people 
are down and out, when faced with pain and suffering 
and unbearable trauma, they consistently turn to the 
Lord. There were several large studies done, one of 
which evolved out of the Three Mile Island nuclear 
disaster, when al1 of the people in the community 
there-when no hope was given to them-then they 
al1 began to become very spiritual or religious. Now 
that is a wonderful thing, that we can look at al1 of 
this as a great opportunity for a spiritual revolution, 
not only in America but throughout the world. Be- 
cause when you look at the fact that what we are wit- 
nessing with our family and friends dying of the cur- 
rent incoming plagues, and you recognize that this is 
a direct result of human activity and man’s inhuman- 
ity towards man, and you recognize how painful this is 
for us and everyone else, I think bringing attention to 
this is critical in God’s Plan to bring about interna- 
tional healing. And I believe that this is, virtually, 
part, maybe an important part, of the upcoming Mes- 
sianic Age. 

Martin: And just in case our readers are not clear 
what you mean about the Messianic Age? 

Dr. Horowitz: As a Messianic Jew, I believe that 
we are on the verge of witnessing, first of all, Tribula- 
tion-this is part and parcel to Tribulation. And I urge 
people to not only read the book Emerging &-uses: 

AIDS & EBOLA, but when you get done, reread the 
Book of Revelation, particularly Chapter 18. The par- 
allels between Babylon falling and New York City fall- 
ing are extraordinary. The parallels between those who 
deceived the King of the most wealthy people of all 
nations, the people who contaminated the blood-who 
stole the blood of the prophets and saints, as it says in 
the Book of Revelation-the parallels to that and the 
Rockefellers, who are the international blood bankers 
who contaminated the blood. And in the Book of Rev- 

elation, it talks of how contaminated wine and blood 
flows out into the rivers and the streams-and they are 
the people, and that ultimately, all of this is in God’s 
Plan and in the end, before the coming of Christ, the 
coming of the Messiah, the Messianic Age, we will have 
all of this cleaned up and cleared out-wherein then 

we can turn to the crystal clear waters that will once 
again flow, which are lined by the trees with the leaves 
that wiI1 bring healing to the nations. That is virtu- 
ally verbatim from the Book of Revelation. So, again, 
I urge people to go back and look at what has been 
prophesied by many, and see that what we are currently 
going through is leading to the ultimate Tribulation 
and the ultimate healing. 
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2/4/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT 

INDEPENDENCE HALL HAS 
BEEN PLACED UNDER U.N. 

Excerpted from CITIZENS UNITED, newsletter, 
[quoting:] 

Independence Hall has been placed under U.N. 
jurisdiction as a “World Heritage Area”. 

A 1973 treaty sealed the deal. 
Other “World Heritage Areas” here in America: 
The Statue of Liberty, Yellowstone National Park, 

Everglades National Park, Yosemite National Park, the 
Grand Canyon, and ,the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park. [End quoting] 

HOW MUCH DOES IT TAKE BEFORE WE 
STAND UP FOR FREEDOM?? 

FEDS CRACK DOWN 
ON FREON DEALERS 

From the Internet, CONSPIRACY NATION 

newsletter, Jan. 1997, [quoting:] 
A powerful family with historic ties to the drug 

racket has lots of clout at the Justice Department. 
What’s that have to do with your air conditioner? 

During the 1996 presidential campaign, the 
Bronfman family and their Seagrams liquor empire 
were the largest contributors to both the Republican 
and Democratic National Committees. 

WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES 
WHEN YOU DONATE 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 1126197, [quoting:] 

WHERE.YOUR MONEY G’OiCS .’ 
More than 200 non profit organizations received no more than 15 percent of the money raised 

on their behalf by commercial fund-raisers. Of the 200.36 were organ@tions repreWting 

public safety ‘offtcers. a list of kxal public safety organizations that used commercial 

fund-raisers: 

Total Money 

Orqanization Fund-raiser revenue tocharlty % ’ 

San Gabriel Valley Association Roman Promotions Inc. $91,066 ‘%3,565 14.9 

Girdena Police Officers Association Rambret Inc. $267,630 $37,882 14.2 

San Gabriel Police Officers Assoc~tion Rambret Inc. $341,089 $45,997 !3.5 .%y 

Alhambra Police Officers Association Rambret Inc. $194,171 $25,467 13.1 ” 

Ventura County Deputy Association Tri-County Productions Inc. $342,191 ‘. $qoo 16’2 

San Fernando Police Officers Association Rambret inc.’ $561,466 $52,947 9.4 ‘k 

Municipal Motorcycle Officers of California, Montrose Variety International &ductions’ $975,1,02 $6!,05p .’ 6.3 

Peace Officers Association of Ventura Cdunty Tri-county Productions Inc. $257,062 $15,595 6,l 

SOURCE: California Attorney General’s 1996 Report on Charitable Solicitation by Commercial Fund-raisers. 

[End quoting] 
There are very few places where you can donate anything of value today that will not be misused or 

tolen. Even including the well known charitable organizations such as the Red Cross, the Cancer Founda- 
ion, many other health organizations, etc. 

As many CONTACT readers know, most of them were either set up or taken over by the the gangster 
3lite. 

Furthermore some of the health foundations are involved with helping the spreading of diseases for the 
lepopuiation programs. 

I suggest if you want to help others, take the time to find people to whom you can give help directly 
nstead of using “middlemen” who will probably be the main beneficiaries. 

A good way to find these people is to ask God to guide you into knowing who needs help and how to 
reip them. I’m sure if you then open your eyes and ears the circumstances will put you in touch, soon. 

will cost you money. According to researcher Donald 
Ruddy, “it absolutely will not work in your present 
Freon-charge machines.” (Spotlight, March 18, 1996). 

In other words, somebody is also going to make a 
lot of money when you have to have your refrigerators 
and your air conditioners re-conditioned to accept 
SUVA. You’re going to have to pay lots of additional _ _ 
money to have that done or else you’re going to have 

Through their other major holdings-such as the to buy new refrigerators and air conditioners using 
DuPont Corporation and the media giant, Time- SUVA after the Freon supply runs out. It’s very 
Warner-the Bronfmans exercise additional clout and simple-and profitable. 
throw around further political money. Now, the Clinton Administration, flush with re- 

Undoubtedly, they’ve got lots of clout. Some cyn- election thanks to a big boost from the Bronfman em- 
its suspect that a recent Justice Department initiative pire, is cracking down on Freon smugglers. In early 
just might have something to do with Bronfman fam- January Attorney General Janet Reno proudly an- 
ily clout in official Washington. Here’s the story- nounced the arrest of a dozen chlorofluorocarbon smug- 
and it affects your daily life: glers (although Miss Reno’s record in nailing drug 

For generations, refrigerators and air conditioners smugglers in Miami, where she served as state’s attor- 
used chlorofluorocarbon (CFC-12) gas-popularly ney, was less than stellar). 
known as “Freon’‘-as the method of refrigeration. Instead of cracking down on drug smugglers, fed- 
Freon was-and is by far-the cheapest refrigerant on era1 agents are now targeting Freon smugglers. Some 
the market. in Washington even expect the CIA to get involved. 

Some years ago, however, the media began beat- [Naturally, justfollow the money trail-it k much more 

ing the drum against Freon, saying it was dangerous pro)table for Clinton and his gang to arrest Freon 

to the Earth’s ozone layer. Then, lo and behold, the smugglers and ignore drug smugglers.] 

Bronfman family-controlled DuPont Chemical com- The irony of all this is immense. After ail, the 
pany announced the creation of a Freon substitute called Bronfman family made their millions smuggling alco- 
SUVA that is supposedly non-hazardous to the envi- ho1 and drugs in league with Meyer Lansky, “chair- 
ronment. In 1995, the federal government then banned man of the board” of the international crime syndi- 
the production of and importation of Freon into the cate. 
United States, although one state-Arizona-has de- Lansky is dead and gone, but the Bronfman heirs 
fied the federal ban. [Why don ‘t you bombard your have gone “legit” and plowed their family wealth into 
state legislature to do the same?] respectable corporations such as DuPont. So now the 

As a consequence of all of this, refrigerators and Bronfman clout is being used to crack down on 
air conditioners will have to stop using Freon and will DuPont’s competition. As we said, it’s very simple. 
have to switch to SUVA, which costs more than 40 [End quoting] 
times [emphasis mine] as much as Freon. This will This ties in with the recent article presented in the 
bring immense profits to the Bronfman family and it News Desk regarding the fantastic profits from Freon 

conversion to be made by these bandits. 
I remind you: Freon does not damage the ozone 

layer as environmentalists have touted. 

It wouldn’t surprise me if the Bronfmans will even 
get involved with the smuggling end-if they haven’t 
already-since they can’t completely stop it they’ll 
probably try to garner the profits for themselves. Af- 
ter all, they are the experts at smuggling-how can 

they resist7 

SLEEK WAISTLINE-RIB REMOVAL 

From the INTERNET, Jan. 97, [quoting:] 
A great new beauty tip has hit the famous and 

moneyed; a quick way to a better waistline: Rib Re- 
moval. Those curved bones that hug and bloat each 
side of the vertebrate have become the enemy in the 
war to achieve the killer bod. The surgical removal of 
the lower chest rib instantly takes inches off of God’s 
flaw and gives an instant advantage in the very com- 
petitive Hollywood scene. De-ribbing is the last pro- 
cess cosmetic surgery junkies undergo after breast fill- 
ings, facial acid peels, liposuctions and nose slices. 
[End quoting] 

What else can the medical profession dream up to 
get the money out of your pockets? 

THE HUMAN MIND 

From the INTERNET, Jan. 97, [quoting:] 
The human MIND is designed for-it has for its 

Purpose most certainly-the Intellectual Process. This 
can only be nourished and enlivened by Thought and 

Contemplation. 
There lies, I say, in every human creature what is 

beautifully expressed by the word enthusiasm-which 
is from the Greek “en theos” and it means “a god 

within”, “possessed by the gods”. 
It is this Spirit which we all possess but which few 

ever awaken, Once awakened it grows with unbounded 
fever and it can drive a boy or a girl or a man or a 
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woman to wondrous things. I have seen it. A tiny 
spark can set the world aflame and the light of a single 
candle can pierce the darkness. -Professor Julius 
Sumner Miller [End quoting] 

We need many more Professors who know, un- 

derstand and practice this wisdom. 

REVISITING THE WISDOM 
OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS 

Excerpted from THE NEW YORK POST, I/9/97, 

[quoting:] . 
One of the small but hopeful changes coming in 

with the New Year is a California law requiring high 
schools to include The Federalist Papers among their 
assigned readings. This is long overdue, but those 
“educators” who would rather be glorifying foreign 
cultures or handing out condoms have already 

mounted resistance to teaching about the basic struc- 

ture of the American government. [errrphasis tnine] 

[End quoting] 
Will wonders never cease? How the people ever 

got far enough to get a law passed to really try to give 

Excerpted from THE NEWS & RECORD, 

Greensboro, NC, 6/25/96, [quoting: ] SOUNDS SANS SPEAKERS 
Amy Honaker believes she saw the “mark of the 

beast” -and the beginning of the New World Order- From POPULAR SCIENCE, Feb. 1997, [quoting:] 
and it made her sick. Forget those boxy speakers. The next sound you 

Honaker, 18, is a cashier at Wal-Mart in hear may come from a disc the size of an Oreo cookie. 
Waynesville. She’s also a member of a local citizens’ Each disc-you’ll need two for stereo sound-is 
militia and Patriot group that fears the federal govern- covered with small, circular crystals that produce what 
ment is helping to establish a one-world government inventor Elwood G. Norris callls HyperSonic Sound 
that would strip Americans of their liberties. (HSS). Existing speaker systems use electrical signals 

That’s why she gasped and turned pale a few to vibrate a thin diaphragm and produce sound within 
months ago when a woman in Honaker’s Wal-Mart line an audible range; Norris’ crystals pulsate thousands 
plopped her purchases down and held out her right of times faster and generate a pair of ultrasonic waves 
hand. Instead of a credit card, the woman wanted (one constant and one variable) at frequencies beyond 

human hearing. The interaction of the two waves pro- 
duces a third wave that can be heard. By manipulat- 
ing the variable wave against the constant or reference 
wave, a variety of tones can be produced using very 
little power, generally less than 50 watts. The crystals 
themselves cost little to make. 

CIA MONEY TRANSFER 

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 12/2/96, [quoting:] 

the kids some valuable education is almost unbeliev- Honaker to scan her hand. The woman said that a 
able, today. But as it says, if the Elitists have their microchip implanted in the back of her right hand 
way it will be thrown out by some Elitist judge, soon. would provide Honaker with the necessary credit in- 

Needless to say I’m quite pessimistic about any formation. [End quoting] 
good law passed today because it’s so simple for the I agree that time is getting very late to save our 
dark forces to get the sympathetic ear of a judge. freedoms, but how are we going to stop the takeover if 

we can’t wake up our friends and relatives? 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES CONTACT IS DOING ITS PART! ! HOW ABOUT 

YOU?? 

HSS also creates a startling special effect: Sound 
can be projected to a certain spot, much the way that 
light is projected onto a surface with a flashlight. In- 
stead of sound filling a room, it is directed straight at 
the listener, almost as if it were being created in mid- 
air. The advantage is that the distortion that’s created 
as the sound bounces off walls and other objects-iho,-e 
echoes that arrive at your ears a little “late”-is eIimi- 
nated, thus enabling HSS to deliver the fidelity prom- 
ised by digital compact discs. 

Norris’ American Technology Corp. is now licens- 
ing HSS to several companies. Among the first is 
Carver Corp. the well-known audio manufacturer, 
which expects to use HSS in a new product slated for 
next fall. HSS may be the biggest breakthrough since 
speakers were invented in 1925. (End quoting] 

SoLads like something many wives will love, con- 
sidering how much room stereo speakers take up in a 
home. 

And another toy for all of us electronics buffs. 

COMMENT ON 
FREE ENERGY ARTICLE 

A concerned reader of the recent Free Energy ar- 
ticle in the News Desk (Jan. 14, 1997) suggested I 
shotild have advised inventors that the only way they 
would get their inventions out to the public was to give 
all information to the people as fast as they could get 
it out there via the Internet or any other cheap way of 
distribution. He said going for a patent was a sure 
way to get the feds after the inventors. 

a 
November 25 b&k tk Koch b B~~MM Urea, Argenti ta 
Times ofthe of tbe 

Bush’s 
revealed,butwassaMk,bein&e;ABush Post would 
donate his fee to charity. The Post &dn’t by money from the 
Rockefeller’empire 

GEORGE BUSH REV. SUN M. MOON (head of the Moonies) 

Notice the goat of Mendes on Bush’s cap and also an article (not included) mentions that Moon is 
financed by money from the Rockefeller empire and from the Korean CIA-itself a virtual subsidiary of the 
American CIA. 

~---~ .~---~.-- 

I agree wholeheartedly with this basic idea and 

wish that the inventors would do it. 
The truth of this situation is, as I see it, most in- 

ventors are unwilling to give their ideas to others with- 
out compensation for their hard work and much ex- 
pense (usually) and protection from the copycats. 

It’s a catch-22 since some other person (even the 
feds) would probably apply for a patent and stop the 
inventor and others from making their own device. 

If enough people would immediately make one and 
put it to use, the power of numbers might have a posi- 
tive effect, but by the same token if enough people 
would do as I suggested the problem would be solved 
also. 

Just remember, the reason for the trouble this coun- 
try and world is in -most people sit on their hands 
and pay no attention to the man putting the noose 
around their neck, while they watch some sitcom on 
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the boob tube. While most of the remainder are sheeple years, the first year of the Common Era (Cl! or AD for 

helping the Elite to make the nooses. 

exhibit on presidential religion at the National Cathe- 

There are very few people, relatively, who are‘work- 
you older folks) was the year 1, not 0. dral. [End quoting] 

So you see, the first thousand years ended with the How do I respond to such a massive piece of pro- 
ing with God and there are, relatively, few people who number 1,000, not 999. Each millennium (thousand paganda?? 
are leading US to our demise. Most of the remainder years) ends in a year number ending in three zeros. 
don’t have much of an idea of what is taking place Get it? [End quoting] 

It is very interesting Clinton should pick that par- 

even though many truly believe they know. 
titular verse, however. In case you didn’t know it, Paul 

GOT IT! 
Thank you and God bless you, Hank. It’s good to 

was one of the darkest energies on this planet and 

know there are still some out there who want to help 
continually tried to counteract lmmanuel’s messages of God. 

LAWYERS SEEK NEW ASSAULT Could it be that Clinton is drawn to Paul’s dark 
make a difference in the lives of all of us. ON 2nd AMENDMENT energy?? He can certainly do a fair job of keeping up 

with Paul’s propaganda. 
IRAQ REBUILDING BRITISH Excerpts from MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, 

MUNITIONS-MAKING MACHINES Jan. 1997, [quoting:] BOYS TO MEN 
The anti-2nd Amendment agenda of President Bill 

From a news FAX, l/20/97, [quoting:] Clinton got another boost from the left-wing Ameri- From ANGELS ON EARTH, July/Aug., 1996, 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein has reactivated his can Bar Association. Its policy-making House of Del- Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 16512, 

British arms buying network and is secretly rebuild- egates adopted a resolution to push for legislation per- [quoting:] 

ing British munitions-making machines for use in the mitting a criminal attacker to sue his victim for dam- When I hear reports of young Black men involved 

manufacture of Scud missiles, cluster bombs and artil- ages if the victim wounds him with an illegal firearm 

lery shells. 

in crime I wince. Without the good values my family 

in self-defense. The resolution was sponsored by the instilled in me, I see how I might have been caught in 
The British newspaper Sunday Times reported Sun- ABA’s Tort and Insurance Practice section. The ABA that life. 

day that Iraqi agents, in a covert operation, have tar- also supports race-based employment practices, addi- One day a neighborhood boy no more than seven 

geted companies in four cities, including London and tional restrictions on the Bill of Rights, especially the 
the Department of Trade and Industry, which has said 

came up to me and asked, “Hey, are you a man?” 
2nd Amendment. [End quoting] “Yes,” I said. ‘I am.” 

it would investigate suspected Iraqi orders from Brit- The boy looked me over. “Have you ever killed 

ish companies. CLINTON CONSIDERS anyone?” 

The newspaper said its investigation “based on the CHOICE OF SCRIPTURE 

evidence of western businessmen who have recently 

“No,” I replied, wondering what had prompted such 

a question. 

visited Iraqi weapons sites, and documents from Iraqi Excerpted from the GAZETTE, [quoting:] “Then how can you be a man?+’ he challenged. I 

defense officials, has established that the Iraqi mili- When he places his left hand on an open Bible to stared into the boy’s eyes, deciding right there to make 

tary machine is so far advanced it is only a month away take the oath of office, President Clinton will be con- a difference in my community. I became a Big Brother 

from being able to start work making Scud missiles tinuing a time-honored ritual. and continued mentoring young boys as an undergradu- 

capable of carrying conventional and biological weap- Since Abraham Lincoln, presidents have sworn the ate at Howard University in Washington, D.C. 

ens.” oath with a Bible opened to Scripture they have se- Today I’m an industrial services scheduler and 

A western businessman who visited an installation lected for the occasion. manner for a large company. My work requires lots of 
r 

traveling. Whenever I meet boys in a new-community, 
I tell them: “You don’t need to use a weapon to be a 
man. Use your head, finish school; use your Godigiven 
talents and secure a job.” Encouraging these kids is a 
way for me to make a difference. -Frederick J. 
Goodall, Brunswick, Georgia [End quoting] 

on the outskirts of Baghdad “was told that plans had 
been drawn up to use British machine tools to help 
make engines for Scud medium-range missiles capable 
of delivering warheads 400 miles (650 km).” 

Rocket production is prohibited under United Na- 
tions resolutions passed after Iraqi’s invasion of Ku- 
wait and the 1991 Gulf War. Iraq was also ordered to 

dismantle its chemical, biological and nuclear weap- 
ons. [End quoting] 

It looks like the Middle East and China are crank- 

ing up for the “WAR TO END ALL WARS” as has been 
predicted for ages. 

TACKLING PUBLIC 
MISCONCEPTIONS 

Excerpted from THE MODESTO BEE, 12114196, 
[quoting:] 

Two items I have seen in the news lately indicate 
the general population has a misconception of at least 
two facts. 

The first is the continuing reference to our gov- 
ernment as a democracy. 

More than 2,001 years ago, the Greeks developed 
a form of governmentrnwhich all citizens had an equal 
voice. They would meet in the town square and every- 
one would cast his or her vote. 

That was a democracy. 
OUR FOUNDING Fathers envisioned a system 

where we as citizens elected representatives to go to 
the central government to cast one vote that was (hope- 
fully) representative of the desires of their constitu- 

ents. 
That is not a democracy (we do not get an equal 

vote), it is a republic. 
We elect a representative who is empowered to vote 

for us. 
THE SECOND is the persistent (and incorrect) 

belief that the next millennium begins in the year 2000. 
A wonderful Jeopardy question! 
The 2 1 st Century will start on the real date of Jan. 

1, 2001. 
Unlike computers, we usually start counting with 

the number one. Which is the case when counting 

At his first inauguration, Clinton put his hand on 
the King James Bible his grandmother had given him 
as a child. 

It was opened to a verse in St. Paul’s letter to the 
Galatians: “For he that soweth to his flesh shall of the 

flesh reap corruption: but he that soweth to the spirit 
shall of the spirit reap life everlasting.” 

“President Clinton is someone who is very seriously 
engaged in his religion. It’s a verse he quotes a lot in 
speeches,” said Margaret Shannon, curator of a new 

Looks like he’s living up to his last name. 
When you think, “I’m only one-there’s nothing I 

can do about the mess this world is in,” ask God. He’ll 

show you how. 
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Let these Truths self-evidenced ARE YOU THINKING 

ABOUT IT? 

Also, over this holiday period I have been reading 

By: Grandma Herrman-Herman 

these treaties which call for disarmament. This is in 
the U.S.C.‘s. The disarmament provisions call for the 
disarming of the nations, not the disarming of the 

The Power 

of Knowledge 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

people. People do not make war, nations make war! 
Nations such as the federal government of the United 
States warring with the federal governments of other 
nations. However, I must admit, the treaties have been 
misused and abused. The federal government of the 
United States has breached the right to make treaties. 
By and through deceptive practices, the federal gov- 

Then we watched another video. This video was ernment breached its treaty with the sovereign civil 
specially recorded for me. It was Mr. Farrahkan’s governments of the territorial states; Folks, if this mad- 

l/5/97 GRANDMA 
Chicago speech. It’s very long, but it was most worth- ness is not stopped, post haste, we as a free people will 

while to watch. More importantly, it contains the same not survive the onslaught which is forthcoming. 

Over the past several weeks we have listened to 
messages to his people, which we hopefully are giving 

the hype on the year 2000 computer glitch. Seems as 
to our readers. His points are zeroed in on the exces- 
sive misrepresentations and abuse of powers of Office THINK ABOUT IT! 

though all the computers around the globe are going 
to shut down. What a pity! 

of Public Trust. Also, he zeroed in on the news media’s 

There are times when accidents occur, which are 
blackout of quality news reporting, as relating to true Yesterday, it was occasioned by me to talk with a 
issues of what is going on in America and globally. 

blessings in disguise. Just imagine, those COIUpUter Mr. F 

state senator’s sister-in-law. Gathering from our con- 

arrahkan 
attorneys and computer judges will no longer be able 

makes very valid and pointed state- versation, they are as concerned as are we about these 

to decide our fates by the push of a computer key. They 

ments This video, if YOU have not seen it, is most occurring events which brings this nation to a near 
worthwhile. 

will be subjected to the same due diligence (lots of 
revolution. It was a curiosity to me as to the lack of 

studying) as you and me. They will have to learn the 
The importance of the issues raised by Mr. knowledge about the intent of the Constitution-the 

F 

law, and how to live by the laws they have so corruptly 
arrahkan are strikingly valid, and I personally applaud intent of the “Territorial States’ Enabling Acts”. 

passed (if they can). 

the gentleman. 
He has done the impossible; he has Frankly, I was astounded as to the lack of knowledge. 

Then on the other hand, our constitutional laws 
united the Black people (notice, I did not say African Knowledge is the key. Without knowledge all 
A mericans. 

up to 1959-60 were not in the computers. They were 
We are all Americans). would be lost. In that light, Mr. Farrahkan is com- 

in books. Some of us still have our old books. The 
Those who wish to divide us racially have a pro- mended by me, for he has worked hard and learned. 

Third Reich had a book-burning night called “Crystal 
pensity for classifying Chinese Americans, Korean Like any good teacher he has passed on this learning 
A 

Nacht” or Crystal Night. The Nazi collaborators, in 
mericans, Japanese Americans, Russian Americans, (knowledge) to his people. In turn, they have also 

order to gain control, started a nighttime policy of 
etc., all the time knowing this is a psy-war game on walked out of the darkness of ignorance and into the 
k 

breaking windows and burning old books. They also 
eePiw all Americans from uniting under a common light of the world of knowledge. That knowledge has 

destroyed the old German Constitution (patterned af- 
cause. We need to restore this nation as a union of power. 

ter ours-courtesy of Thomas Paine, Ben Franklin, 
republics under a common constitution, which binds I did object to Mr. Farrahkan’s usage of the world 

“cracker”. 
etc.). 

this nation by the enabling act of treaties which were Not being familiar with the word I thought 
entered into when the civil governments of the territo- it was directed to the Whites. Then it was explained 
rial states, and the civil government of the United to me that it was directed to the news media in the 

THINK States, agreed to a central government (original En- audience. I thought, and still think, a better word 
abling Acts). would t.ave been traitor. 

ABOUT IT! (V.K. Durham will have more to say on this later, I have left word around in the communities for Mr. 
I’m certain of that.) Farrahkan to call me, for I am most interested in hear- 

Over the holiday period, 1 occasioned to watch 
The now known federal government did not come ing his views on the unification of Black, Yellow, Red, 

into existence until Roosevelt coerced the U.S. Con- 
some good video movies: Braveheart and Peter The 

White, etc., Americans. For the problems which exist 

Great. Both movies were of historic events occurring 
gress in 1934-35 for the Enabling Act (Emergency War affect all Americans. The issues are American issues, 
Powers Act) which federalized the nation, bringing the not racial issues. 

in the 1600s. A lot of things were going on back in 
the 16OOs, even here in America. There was a global 

whole nation under the power of the federal govern- Unfortunately, our American issues which, by war- 
ment. 

awakening, including global expansion. 
By constitutfonal law this can only exist for a rant, give the American people much concern, also af- 

As with William Wallace [the hero in 
period of four (4) years. The keeping on with this -feet other international communities. For, this present 

Peter the Great recognized the importance of knowl- 

Enabling Act of Mr. Roosevelt’s is unconstitutional. path of federalization of the One World Order creates 

edge. More importantly, *Peter the Great put it very 
It takes the sovereign civil power of the people away an imperial government on a global scale which ret- 

f 

bluntly, for he told his ministers when they warned him 
rom the states, while on the other hand it has destroyed ognizes no human rights, and is now in Europe, being 

against his plans for bringing Russia into the Modern 
the civil government of the United States and replaced called, in the European communities and other global 
it with federalization. 

World of that time that “I wiI1 drag the Russian people 
communities, the Fourth Reich. 

out of this poverty and ignorance, kicking and scream- *** 

ing all the way. But, they will have knowledge. They 
will have the ability to compete. They will have the - THINK ABOUT IT! 
skills necessary to become a producing nation in the The FED and 
European marketplace. The Russian people will learn 
how to provide for themselves in this new age!” 

We have federalized heath care, federalized edu- 
cation, federalized laws, a federalized banking system, 
etc. Our civil governments of our states (Enabling Act 

America’s Future 
THINK ABOUT IT! 

Both men, William Wallace of Scotland and Peter 

the Great of Russia, had the same agenda or goals. 
They knew that without knowledge the people were lost. 
Neither of these men varied. They knew that to be 
free and productive, the people must have knowledge. 
For, if they had knowledge, and learned skills, they 
would have the knowledge to produce. Thus, the people 
prospered, the nations prospered. 

of Territorial sovereign states), have been overthrown 
by an unconstitutional entity-the Article VI treaty 
provisions have been broken! THINK ABOUT IT! 

This morning, as usual, I took the time to watch 

THINK ABOUT IT! Evans & Novak’s Sunday morning show on CNN News. 
The guest speaker this morning was Governor Lindsey 

of the Federal Reserve System. The Federal Reserve is 
I agree with Mr. William Wallace, Peter the Great, concerned about the GNP. The Federal Reserve is con- 

Mr. Farrahkan, et al.; knowledge is power. Guns and cerned that if the gross national product is increased 
violence will not accomplish that which is sought! there will probably be increase in interest rates (as 
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usual). 
Give Americans a break! Back in 19451947 (be- 

fore Public Law 94-564), the United States, and the 
united states, were number 3 in world commerce. We 
exported o+ manufactured goods and produce and the 
people flourtshed. We had American-owned industry 
and Americans were working and producing. We, as a 
nation, were stable in our economy. We, as a nation of 
people, were represented by our representatives which 
we elected to conduct our affairs as a nation of sover- 
eign people. Also, we paid excise tax on the goods 
such as luxury goods. The civil governments of the 
states and of the united states operated from that luxury 
taxation, along with the lawful imposts, duties on im- 
ports, etc. We still had constitutional representation, 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

The Federal Reserve (not a constitutional entity) 
is at libitum (at liberty), without the acknowledgment, 
authorization, or sanction of the. sovereign people. And 
the FED exceeds the original provisions of the Federal 
Reserve Act. They are at liberty to circumvent Con- 
gress and make their own laws as they go along by 
publishing in the Federal Register (not pursuant to 
constitutional law) their intent of making this and that 
law. And if not challenged by the people within 30 

days those intents became law? This is ludicrous! It 
is a sham. It defies all boundaries of those powers 

granted, enumerated and bestowed upon the U.S. Con- 
gress. In the event you are desirous of kno,iing ex- 
actly what powers Congress has granted, enumerated 
and bestowed to them by the contract (our Constitu- 
lion). check out the seven articles of that contract (Con- 
srirur. on). Beyond those seven articles not even Con- 
gress has the power to go! You say Congress has the 
power to make all necessary laws. Sure they do, as 
long as those laws are related to international com- 
merce, and protection of American industry and Ameri- 
can producers, and are made in pursuance of the Con- 
stitution! 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

This giving away of American industry and Ameri- 
can production has in fact backfired on those who are 
desirous of causing this nation and its people harm, 
through joblessness, lack of income, etc. Due to the 
aforementioned and the de-education of our young ones, 
our young ones and the older Americans, in knowing 
something was seriously wrong in our governmental 
bodies, did the unthinkable. They used their reserves, 
bought computers, went on the Internet and began re- 
searching. How about that?! 

NOW THINK 

ABO'UT THIS! 

The very thing called education which previously 
had been denied to our young Americans is suddenly 
flourishing. There is nothing in the world which will 
pique a person’s curiosity more than knowing some- 
thing is wrong. Then one must find the answers as to 
what in the heck is wrong, and the proof needed to 
prove the wrongs. 

Do you think there are grade school and high school 
drop outs who sat and watched (due to lack of jobs) the 
104th U.S. Congress make laws which are contrary to 
the Consrirurion (not made in pursuance to the Consti- 

tution)? There are those among us who, out of simple 
basic HU-man knowledge of knowing something is 
wrong, but you just can’t put your finger on it, have 
researched the Constitution, and our Laws of the Land, 
who can comprehensibly, without an ounce of radical- 
ism, cite the law, and the Constiturion(s), and in all 

probability be able, if tested, to obtain Master’s de- 
grees from the most highly accredited learning insti- 
tutions in the world! I salute these Americans, young 
and old for, in my opinion, never in any period of time 
of this nation’s historic past since the American Revo- 
lution have so many been so concerned as to the public 
safety of the common man, and become so proficiently 
educated in the intent of the Founding Fathers, and of 
the true meaning of our Constirution(s). 

Our young and our older Americans have reedu- 
cated themselves to the magnitude of the weaponry of 
knowledge. Knowledge is power. That newly and pur- 
posefully attained knowledge of our young and older 
Americans, gives this nation the first gleam of hope 
unparalleled since the de-education process began, back 
in the 1950s. These fine, upstanding, concerned 
Americans can now safely go forth into the new mil- 
lennium knowing if it does not work out to their satis- 
faction, they have the knowledge and the ability to go 

back to the drawing board, and set things in order. 
As all of you should know, I am not a proponent of 

computers. You should also know my feelings on that 
subject, for I feel that for every computer in industry, 
5,000 jobs are lost! For this reason, I am not com- 
puter friendly. 

Look at it this way: When jobs are lost due to com- 
puters, skilled, working Americans become useless 
eaters, a phrase coined by the Elite. Those who are 
not working have no choice but to fall back on some 
form of welfare program. If the President of the United 
States is so concerned and is desirous of welfare re- 
form, then perhaps his first move towards welfare re- 
form would be to issue an executive order doing away 
with the Federal Advisory Commirree Act (which gives 
him the power to give away American industry, Ameri- 
can production, and American jobs)-and the repeal 
of which would put Americans back to work under a 
true welfare reform program as intended by the 
founders of this nation. 

The true intent of general welfare within the Con- 

srirurion means protecting American manufacturing, 
industry, production and jobs, not giving the aforemen- 
tioned away, or accepting payments from foreign enti- 
ties to overthrow American industry, manufacturing, 
jobs, etc., which ends in causing the jobless to seek a 
form of public assistance, aka welfare. True welfare 
reform is putting Americans back to work! 

*** 

Fellow Americans, 
I Thin<: 

Those Good Old Boys 
in Washington, D.C., 

Finally Inhaled! 

Yesterday, we, as the constitutional America, sat 
and watched a hearing in which the Speaker of the U.S. 
House of Representatives was proven by his peers to 
be guilty of ethics violations, misconduct, etc. 

It was evident to the people yesterday that those 
members who sat and are still sitting in judgement of 
the Speaker of the House have not read (or if they have 
read they do not comprehend) Article 1, Sec. 5 and 6 
of the Constitution for the United States. 

Mr. Gingrich has been found guilty of breach of 
ethics, breach of conduct, and taking money from 
sources other than the US Treasury, whereupon his 
peers found it necessary to fine him $300,000 and slap 
him on the wrist. Then he will have a few minutes bad 
news publicity (but not too bad), it will all be over soon 
and we will get the public’s attention off your naughty 
boy activities, and pretty soon the public’s attention 

will be on this presidential scandal, then everything 
will return to normal. We can go on doing it the way 
we have always done it: our way! And to Hell with 
the rules set forth in the Constirurion! 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

Mr. Gingrich will pay his fine/penalties from his 
campaign fund, and all will be forgiven. Mr. Gingrich 
will go back to his official duties, alleging he is doing 
his sworn duty of Public Office of Public Trust! Now, 
I ask all America (if you are one of the lucky ones who 
have a job) what would happen to you, if you were em- 
ployed by Wal-Mart or some other business and you 
did not show up for work. Wal-Mart is paying you for 
those days, but suddenly Wal-Mart discovers you were 
doing odd jobs (on Wal-Mart time), and you are given 
the pink slip! Who pays for that time which you were 
allegedly working for Wal-Mart (Wal-Mart will sue you 
in a court of law to recover those moneys)? Well, you 
will pay! Even if it costs you your home, car or what- 
ever else. You can be certain it will not come from 
taxpayers’ contributions! 

I make no apologies for my rigid ethics! Ethics 
are ethics! Without ethics or ethical responsibility and 
moral responsibility being evidenced by our leaders in 
our Offices of Public Trust, we set a poor example and 
mislead our children, and those in the international 
community, into thinking: If, in American politics, 
while in political Offtces of Public Trust, you get caught 
doing something against the law, and they do not con- 
vict the lawbreaker, and instead set a precedent of sanc- 
tions, etc., they thereby make it lawful for the next guy 
to get around his offenses. Sadly, this precedent will 
be used by the next, and the next, and the next law- 
breaker to wiggle out of trouble! The paradox prin- 
ciple takes over, wrong becomes right, and right be- 
comes wrong! 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

I have now just returned from having my break- 
fast. My breakfast consisted of country ham, toasted 
homemade bread, and home-canned tomato juice. 
While having my breakfast it reminded me of the days 
in grandmother and grandfather’s kitchen, having 
breakfast. In those days, we would sit in the kitchen 
with the wood-burning stove and it would be colder 
than “Old Billy Blue Blazes” outside, but that kitchen 
was a place which greeted us every cold winter morn- 
ing with the wonderful smells of grandmother’s fresh 
baked breads, fresh ground coffee in the coffee pot, and 
country ham. Those are some of the aromas that will 
get you settled into a good day after having a good 
breakfast ! 

While sitting there surrounded by the aromas of 
yesterday, I was reminded of many things which were 
discussed around that old kitchen table. For, as with 
all other kitchen tables of those fondly remembered 
years, world events were discussed, family business was 
discussed and resolved, morals were taught, ethics were 
taught, as were ethical and moral responsibilities, etc. 
We were taught, right there at that kitchen table, the 
difference between right and wrong. It was soundly 
administered, for the whole “fam damily” was sitting 
there, and the one who breached was severely admon- 
ished, even embarrassed by the sheer thought of hav- 
ing done something wrong. And the whole “fam 
damily” knowing you had done something very wrong 
was, in itself, a horrific punishment. This punishment 
consisted mostly of having your plate turned upside 
down at mealtime, which went on for periods of time 
extending from one day to one month, depending on 
the seriousness of the breach. Oh, there were the epi- 
sodes of having our breeches tanned with a peach or 
willow switch. However, afterwards it was the embar- 
rassment of that damned plate turned upside down at 
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mealtime. Rangers, some Territory Marshals, a president and a When taxes are collected and paid into the U.S. or 
Mam (grandmother) was the enforcer. Mam kept judge-would have thought about all of this going on in state treasuries, this is the community egg money. It 

track of who was bad and kept a record sitting right up our current administrations, including and not exclud- was collected for common defense, general welfare and 
there on top of the warming oven, in a crock. She and ing, the 104th U.S. Congress ’ “Contract on America”. for the guarantee that all laws be made which were 
Pa (grandfather) would not fall for our little stories, or Then I wonder what would Mam have doneif she would necessary to protect and insure the common defense 
our shenanigans. The rules were followed to the strict- have had these bad boys and girls in her house break- and general welfare of the common family communi- 
est measures (Ten Commandments, rules of ethics, rules ing the rules??? ties. For this purpose Congress was authorized to lay 

of morals, rules of conduct and ruies of the house). taxes, posts and duties on foreign imports. Those same 
Now to understand Mam, you would have to under- 
stand a Southern, hard-shelled Baptist! That was Mam. NOW THINK 

provisions are granted to the civil governments of the 
territorial states (those not among the original thir- 

What Mam said was law: count on it! Not even Pa 
ventured so far as to make Mam unhappy. Many a time, ABOUT THIS! 

teen states of the United States). The civil govern- 
ments of our states laid taxes for the common defense 

I saw that little lady (she was less than 5 ft. tall), take and general welfare to protect these inhabitants within 
a broom and soundly smack Pa in the backside until In Mam’s day the women raised chickens, had gar- that state from falling into harm’s way, and for that 
out the door he went, at which time he would stand dens, did sewing, etc. They sold the excess eggs, sewed purpose attorneys general were appointed for the spe- 
outside under the plum tree, hands behind his back, for other women and sold the excess canned products. cific purpose of (1) insuring the moneys collected from 

shuffling from one foot to the other until Mam allowed From this the household could run through emergency taxation were spent according to the taxation, and (2) 
him back into her house. When he reentered, his plate periods. Winter expenses were met. Doctor’s bills, to insure that the laws of the people were properly ad- 

was turned upside down for a spell. This is called re- etc., could be paid. These were the emergency house- ministered, and represented in the Supreme Courts of 

spect. Each respected the other, and each respected hold funds. their respective states, and (3) to advise the legisla- 

the rules and the application of methods of punishment These emergency funds were, in essence, for (a) tures of constitutional laws. Like the Congress of the 
for breaches, the common use of the household, (b) use for common United States, they were given three (3) simple things 

Pa, and his seven brothers, Will, Lon, Arthur, defense against what ever came up against the family to do and could not even successfully do those three 
Henry, John, James and Phil Carey started out as Texas unit, and (c) it was a common fund of protection. simple things!! 

Rangers. Henry later became a judge. Pa went into This emergency fund was commonly called the egg 
the service of the U.S. Marshal’s office. This was a money. 
pretty much do-it-by-the-book and no-nonsense fam- THINK ABOUT IT! 
ily. We had the rules and we lived by them. 

It is wondered by me what this generation of law THINK ABOUT IT! 
makers, and law enforcement officers, some Texas 

From New 

202. 

202. 

202. 

The civil governments of the states (S. Dakota is a 
present good example), took the egg money out of the 
crock, used it for other purposes than intended, such 
as snow removal from the highways, and are now ex- 
periencing hard times and find it necessary to fall back 
on the federal government for additional funds (what 
happened to the civil government of the United 

States?). In the interim, the Treasury Trust of the 
United States civil government is suffering because 
they took the egg money and gave it away to reorga- 
nize Europe! Currently, the United States finds it nec- 
essary to borrow on the national faith and credit of 
every man, woman and child’s past, present and fu- 
ture (a) lives, (b) properties, (c) earnings, (d) produc- 
tion, (e) manufacturing, (f) industry, etc., without their 
authorization! ! 

!OZ, 

$6 

These embezzlers stole the egg money, allowed the 
EPA to kill the hens and neuter the roosters, and made 
gardening illegal without permits (sewing must have 
permits also or a license of some sort) while allowing 
the IRS to break the egg money crock. The attorneys 
general have jumped ship, and now defer to a Bar As- 
sociation which is neither authorized by law, nor reg- 
istered in any state secretary of state’s records to con- 
duct licensing or do business. And the U.S. Attorney 
General makes her own laws by publishing in the fed- 
eral register for 30 days, whiIe the U.S. Congress plays 
political “fool’s ball”, back-patting each other for get- 
ting away with ethics breaches and no one knows or 
cares what happened to the egg money?! Yep, I truly 
believe that they finally inhaled! 
Grandma Herrman-Herman 

LlCGY / Tom Wilson 

LLr’ 

(800) NEW-GAIA 
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V,K. Durham 
of the United States, and to the U.S. Congress, includ- 
ing and not excluding the Treasury of the United States. 
So far, Congressman Archer, the offers have remained 
ignored, with the exception of trying to use heavy 
handed tactics to wrest the estate and contract from 
me by the Social Security Administration, which gives An Open Letter TO e~hicw?! rise to myself thinking: Where in the heck did the 

What is involved here, Congressman Archer, is the 
plighted faith of the United States by ratification, by 
Act of Congress, involving a contract which is held by 

Rep. Bill Archer. 
me. This is where Article I, Sec. 10 comes in. Seem- 
ingly, there are those who would rather impede the 
contract which would and could restore this nation, her 
industry, her manufacturing, her jobs, her health care 
for the elderly, education of our sorely un- and ill-edu- 
cated and to destroy the goose who laid the golden egg, 
and continue on this present path of national destruc- 
tion. 

Sooner, or later, the estate will have to be dealt 
l/27/97 V.K. DURHAM Then, the second clause of the VIth Article has with on your level, including and not excluding the 

been broken. The judges on our benches scoff, laugh resolution of my own estate, which will involve the 
Representative Bill Archer (Texas) and scorn the constitutional “pursuant” laws. The international communities. This running on paper- 
Chairman, House Ways & Means Committee people are constantly denied their rights in court after conjured credit, based on worthless notes, can do noth- 
U.S. House of Representatives court across the nation. This is just cause for a move- ing but bring about a global war. Nations (including 
Washington, District of Columbia ment across the land for impeachment of the Judiciary. the United States) are running on industrial imbalance 
(202) 225-4381 The Judiciary Act of 1789, Sec. 11, is refused to be and, Congressman Archer, the United States is suck- 

acknowledged in court after court. ing the hind teet on industry, manufacturing, jobs, 

I watched your speech in Dallas today with much Congress makes laws which are beyond their del- homelessness, education and we have gone down from 

interest. You most assuredly make more sense than egated powers and leaves no area of lawful remedy to number three to number 57, standing there next to other 
others expounding their theories on curing the ills of the people, for Congress refuses to make certain these Banana Republics in productivity. 
America. You were absolutely right on the welfare laws are upheld by the courts. Then, there is that mat- It would be nice for me, to see this done in my 

reform, and cutting off illegal aliens from our current ter of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. That act lifetime. In your speech today, you spoke of our fore- 
welfare programs. should be repealed, or at least repeal Sec. 6, for it gives fathers as emigrants. My forefathers, on both sides, 

Chairman Archer, seemingly, those of you in our carte blanche to corruption. It binds the hands of a were directing traffic when the Mayflower landed. The 
Congress and Senate of the United States civil govern- conscientious Congress, trying to cure the ills of this ones who were not here were in the House of Lords 
ment have forgotten what this nation intended by the nation. reforming the common laws. It is said of one of my 
treaties with the original states and additional territo- Now, you stated you were open to suggestions in grandfathers after he left Parliament: “Parliament will 
rial states civil governments which joined the union of today’s speech in Dallas. May I offer a few? Firstly, I never be the same now that ‘Radical’ J,ick has been 
republics. Per treaty, the Enabling Acts allowed the shall now inform you I am not your enemy, nor am I here and gone.” One of my progenitors signed the 
civil governments of the territorial states, upon join- the enemy of this great nation which I love so very Magna Cartu. Some of them you will be most familiar 

ing the union, to stand with equal footing/rights as the much. In all probability you will discover the remedy with, they were the original Texas Rangers, and the 
original states. Whereupon each territorial civil gov- is at hand, and has been at hand since September 1994. old rangers of the territories. So, as you can see, it is 
ernment, of each state civil government would remain Representative Archer, if you will go to the con- not in my DNA to cause this nation one single ounce 

sovereign (messages and papers of the presidents). gressional archives, down in the basement, you will of harm. However, I can assist in healing her wounds. 
Federalization, as known today, was the prime fear find in the House and the Senate ratifications, the as- The remedy is available, Congressman Archer. 

of the Founding Fathers and noted in their conversa- sumption of the Legislative Resolution Debt of the na- Hopefully, we can sit down and discuss the remedy. I 

tions, which were very vocal in the discussions of the tion of Peru, ratified during President Theodore would be interested in hearing your response- 
pros and cons of a central government. Their fears Roosevelt’s administration. I own the contract of in- 
were of this nation becoming what it has become to- debtedness. Sincerely, 

day, a nation not unlike that from which this nation Also, I am the executor/executrix of the Herman V.K. Durham, 

originally wretched herself in 1774-78. Estate, to which Social Security has tried so hard to Signatory/Owner/Executor/Executrix 

Thousands of people have called me, stating: “Un- gain access, by such heavy handed tactics as violations 
der today’s present government in the United States, it of 18 U.S.C. 1512 (attempting to stop evidence from 

is no different than the days when the Declaration of being set before a U.S. District Court Judge), regard- 
Independence was declared. All that is needed is to ing misprision of a felony. It appears it worked tem- 
rewrite the document and replace the word king with 
president, and this is the current status of the United 
States.” This bothers me greatly, and should offer much 
concern to our present administration. 

The Constitution is a contract. It is a contract be- 
tween the civil government of the United States, and 
the civil governments of the sovereign states, by treaty. 
The Founding Fathers gave seven articles of contract/ 
treaty. Beyond those seven articles, Congress, the Sen- 
ate and even the President are forbidden to go. 

Based upon the Lilburn Decision in 1637, the Bill 

of Rights became the first amendments to the Consti- 

tution, ten in number. 
The XIIth Article of the Bill ofRights rewrote the 

voting laws set forth by the constitutioners. In essence, 
it rewrote the constitutional rights of suffrage, deny- 
ing the people their right to vote, whereby the popular 
vote of the people’s choice was usurped. Voting today 
is usurped by the computers. The current voting sys- 
tem is a repugnancy to the Constitution. The treaty 
has been broken with the civil governments of the 
states, which breaches the VIth Article. Any educated 
representative knows this to be true. 

poiarily, for the judge dismissed-the case, and I have 
appealed, for striking of the order in his U.S. District 
Court. It’s all politics. That’s the short and sweet of 
it. 

Our nation is bankrupt. She went bankrupt on 
Federal Reserve notes. 

Congressman Archer, have you read 12 U.S.C., Sec. 
4 1 l? Well, if you have not you most definitely should. 
Between 12 U.S.C., Sec. 411, and PL 94-564, in the 
reading of these, you will discover the United States 
has no debt. Yes, I am dead serious. In 12 U.S.C., 
Sec. 4 11, the Federal Reserve can exchange legal ten- 
der for lawful money at the U.S. Treasury. There is a 
vast difference in the parity. Legal tender as opposed 
to lawful money (constitutional gold and silver) is 3% 
40 to one. With this parity difference the National Debt 
is prepaid. Or, we have an unconscionable contract in 
existence. Or, both a fraudulent nonexistent debt and 
an unconscionable contract. 

Congressman Archer, I hold the contract. It is re- 
corded as public record. We offered to resolve the 
National Debt. The offer was submitted to the U.S. 
Senate Banking Committee Chairmen, the President 
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Biological 

l/31/97 RAY BILGER 

In the course of deciphering what events will pos- 
sibly (or probably) transpire in our immediate future, 
it is wise for us to carefully weigh all available data 
which appears pertinent and credible. Great discern- 
ment is required these days in determining that which 
may be true as opposed to that which may be pre- 
sented to distract, to mis-inform or to dis-inform us. 
With this understanding in mind, the following cu- 
rious information is presented for the reader’s con- 
sideration, especially insomuch as it parallels a well- 
known New World Order agenda for depopulation of 
most of us ?tseless eaters”. 

On the night of Thursday, January 30, 1997, the 
Art Bell radio talk show had as a guest (for his sec- 
ond or third popular appearance) a former Major 
named Ed Dames. Major Dames has a military back- 
ground in what is termed Technical Remote Viewing 
(T.R V.), or Scientific Remote Viewing (S.R.V.), and 
since 19S3 he. has had his own organization in 
Beverly Hills, California, called Psi Tech, which spe- 
cializes in S.R.V. In simple terms, S.R.V. is the pro- 
cess whereby a person is able to project their mind 
awareness to a distant target location for the pur- 
pose of observing some event or phenomenon there. 
Major Dames trained Professor Courtney Brown who 
now heads the Far Sight Institute in Atlanta, Geor- 
gia (menti6ned in the Front Page article on Hale- 
Bopp in the December 3, 1996 issue of CONTACT). 

Some people have difficulty believing Major 
Dames for a number of different reasons, including 
what he reveals from his S.R.V. research. For ex- 
ample, Major Dames contends that S.R.V. has “re- 
vealed” that TWA Flight 800, which crashed outside 
of New York City on July 18, 1996, went down be- 
cause of a fuel tank problem. Is that simplistic “ex- 
planation” a case of purposeful disinformation or ac- 
cidental error? The unsanitized reports of first-hand 
observers suggest the downing was by scalar beam 
blast, as was covered in the 10/8/96 issue of CON- 
TACT on page 16. And whatever really happened, it 
was big and it was important and it was meant to be 
kept hidden because we have all been subject to an 
extensive and dizzying parade of disinformation ex- 
planations sent out like trial balloons to see what 
would wash with a gullible, mostly sleeping public. 

In any event, on the Art Bell Show on January 
30, 1997, Major Dames exposed to the public some 
very disturbing information regarding the so-called 
“comet” Hale-Bopp. He said that “there’s a special 
delivery package associated with that comet. In the 
case of Hale-Bopp.. . something (is) not quite natu- 
ral associated with the comet. There is something 
awry with Hale-Bopp.” 

He further stated that there “was and may possi- 
bly still be something affixed to” the comet. “And 
that something is a cylindrical area of the comet... 
that is hollow.” He then offered that the cylindrical 
area is “big, but we don’t know how big. And in 
that cylindrical region.. . is a space, and in that space 

from a lack of food.” 
At this point Dames began to speculate, as he put 

it. “Let’s say that Earth is a garden. Let’s say that, as 
far as man is concerned, the gardener harvests souls.. . 
If the garden is being destroyed... a point may be 
reached where you till the garden under.” 

After some discussion, Art Bell asked if this situa- 
tion is irreversible7 Major Dames responded by say 
ing, “It’s out of our hands right now... We’re going to 
be beset by disease as, immunologically, our immune 
systems are suppressed. We are going to have lots of 
dying babies because there’s going to be no milk. And 
Africa is going to get it first. And this will begin... a 
little more than a year from now... It’s tailored to elimi- 
nate Earth’s disease: Us! 

“This pathogen appears to run its course in about 
three years.” When Art Bell asked if Ed Dames knew 
off hand how many people would get “plowed under”, 
Major Dames said that 80-85 percent of the world’s 

are particles., . and those particles are some sort of or- population would not survive this. 
ganic soup, a brown soup, and that’s all that’s there.” This is probably enough bad news for one writing. 

Dames continued: “Now, let me tell you what’s Talk about doom and gloom, this information is right 
going to happen vis-&is these particles. You’re fa- up there. Regular readers of CONTACT will be well 
miliar with the idea that comets produce meteor show- aware of the fact that our Elite One World Controllers 
ers? The comet goes away and then in the ensuing have intentionally introduced some of their most deadly 
months you have meteor showers. The meteor show- man-made diseases, such as Ebola, right into the equa- 
ers are a result of debris that breaks off from the comet torial region of Africa. Perhaps it is just by coinci- 

as it passes through the Solar System, and then Earth dence (if there is such a thing), but Ed Dames has ap- 
passes through that debris and we have meteor show- parently had his Remote Viewers come UD with the 

ers... exact same location for the introduction of Hale- 

“Well, the meteor showers that will be associated “snecial deliverv Dackase”. 

with Hale-Bopp are going to be of a very interesting Then there was the mention that what we are talk- 
type because they’re bringing in a plant pathogen.” ing about with Hale-Bopp is none other than Worm- 
Pathogens are microorganisms or viruses that can cause wood. Those readers familiar with Biblical prophecy 
disease. “An engineered plant pathogen. And that will recognize the name Wormwood from the Book qf 
plant pathogen.. . will actually lay a swath across, ini- Revelation in the New Testament. It is Wormwood that 
tially, equatorial Africa. And it will quickly infect is the harbinger of diseases and death. Did the Elite 
anything that’s green, beginning with trees, and the write that prophecy into the Book o/Revelation? 

equatorial region will act as an incubator. And this Whether or not he was aware of the fact, with all 
pathogen.. . will spread like wildfire, just like the sci- the death, famine, starvation, world economic collapse, 
ence fiction book Andromeda Strain.. . and will start to and the depopulation of 80 percent of the peoplr\, Ma- 
eliminate everything that is green.” jor Dames was quite accurately describing the Elite’s 

“These are airborne pathogens, so they will spread Global Plan 2000, by which time they expect to be the 
to all the continents very quickly, and that means lots masters, fully in control of us slaves! And if things 

of green things will disappear. There will be no food transpire as Mr. Dames has portrayed, the Elite’s plans 

for cattle, There will be no food for milk cows. You’ll will be working perfectly. 
have massive starvation in Africa and other third-world This writer is by no means stating that Major Ed 
countries, and I mean massive. It is very grim. Dames is a dis-information agent. However, with the 

“Then the green things in the forest will begin to level and sophistication of mind-manipulation and 
die and all of the food that we eat will go away. We’ll -control techniques at the disposal of our Elite Con- 
turn, of course, to the oceans and we’ll fish the oceans trollers, it is oftentimes the very person who has the 

out. least intention of becoming a dis-information agent who 
“The Earth is sick. It has a disease. It needs an actually becomes the most susceptible tool to be used 

antibiotic.. . We forget that we are the disease on for such purposes. In such a situation, one’s position 
Earth’s surface.” in being able to reach vast numbers of people may be 

Now, up until this point, Art Bell had been listen- the single most important determining factor as to who 
ing rather patiently, but you knew he had also been is likely to be exploited in this manner. 
thinking when he asked, “You know what you’re de- In any event, it would be well withing the antics 

scribing, Ed?” To which Ed Dames responded, “Worm- of the Elite Controllers to blame their depopulation she- 

wood. And that’s what’s coming Art, and that’s what’s nanigans on “comet” Hale-Bopp and announce same 
here.” through a conduit such as Ed Dames who, in turn, ac- 

Major Ed Dames continued, “We have a global eco- cesses Art Bell’s huge audience. Last week’s and this 
nomiccollapse right around the corner beginning mid week’s Front Page story in CONTACT should be enough 
1998. When we look at the global economic collapse, to confirm who the likely culprit is when it comes to 

it is not from war, and it’s not from anything else. It’s killer diseases and the thought behind them. 
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Archangel Michael: Restless 

Times Of Choices & Challenges 
Editor’s note: The following writing is by 

Lord Michael of the Archangelic realms. In 

Phoenix Journal # 7, called THE RAINBOW 

MASTERS, Michael says: 

“You ones must always hold within your 

conscious minds that you are never alone, that 

it would be impossible for you to be alone. You 

are attached, for eternity, to the Brotherhood 

of Service. 

“The ‘Golden Ones’ surround the Earth, 

ever more, as we all enter into the Great 

Transition. We are plunging deeper into that 

which shall be seeming destruction. AI: -lyet, it 

is the necessary ‘labor’ to allow for the 

‘birthing ‘. It is just as each segment of 

existence is in preparation of the next-and- 

these words brought forth for such purpose. 

“From this bow of beauty, this bow of duty 

that calls to its own, it shall first appear as a 

great violet radiance over the entire world. 

Thy brothers in the heavens also await this 

moment of commencement. 

‘ln ages past, these ones have only 

appeared to Earth in a very few cases, on very 

special errands for the Infinite Creator. They, 

WE of the Golden Helmets, shall be known to 

you as the Archangels by title; we are the 

mentors of the Angelic Messengers from these 

realms. Some special ones are already serving 

among you in various specific duty. . . . 

“We now come forth, dear ones, for the 

final gathering of the Golden Chariots, when 

can lead ones out of the confusion which lies 

behind the restlessness. 

You can only maintain a facade for so long 

before it crumbles in the Light of Truth! 

Allow for the Truth to reveal itself to you. 

Find and cultivate the inner voice (your 

direct Light connection to Source) that will 

give you the inner discernment necessary to see 

the Truth and cast off the lies. You must all 

learn to discern for selves! No one will be 

allowed to do your learning for you. 

This does not mean that you ,cannot ask 

advice or assistance from another. I am saying 

that it is still YOUR responsibility to discern 

for yourself the correct path for you! You ones 

are so afraid of making a wrong choice that you 

more-important one, so it is as we move on they shall gather to subdue the last remains of will give over your personal responsibility at 

together into this wondrous experience which the darkness upon. this Earth Mother, for over the “drop of a hat” in order to not have to face 

is the ultimate of life itself the entire world a golden glow shall manifest the responsibility of making a bad choice. 

“We, too, in all the Higher Realms, are itself and when it lifts, those who remain will There are no wrong choices in the larger 

growing and sharing these experiences to the know truly that they are their brother’s picture. Any choice will lead you to new and 

best of our abilities, and so it is. May we all be keeper.... In great love and peace, I thank you different circumstances and, eventually, to a 

worthy of the gifts given unto us by those who and know that I am ever with you. ” point wherein you will be faced squarely with 

have gone before andgave so dearly for having the OPPORTUNITY to make another choice. 

passed the physical way.. . . Each time you encounter such an event, you 

“You are now approaching a time when it is will have grown and learned from your past 

of vast importance that you speak out so that Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Lord experiences. 

many souls might be lifted in their final stage Michael, of the Archangelic Realms as recog- These experiences can be viewed as either 

of development. Shortly, all secrets shall be nized by you ones down there in the physical. I good or bad. Let me assure you that; just 

revealed in the Light of a New Day when come as a messenger of Creator’s Light so that because YOU view an experience as bad, it 

nothing can stand that is hidden, nothing that you and others may have the guidance promised does not mean we of the Hosts view the expe- 

is dark shall escape being exposed to the Light. to you. rience as bad! 

It must be done in such a way that man, who has You sense the familiarity of my energy field. can see farther and in depth that which 

become cynical and superstitious, shall be This is fine, for I am around you constantly. Be will play out in sequence of events. You may 

guided from within, rather than turned away. at peace, my friend! Take my hand and allow need what is perceived to be a bad or traumatic 

Some of the secret myths shall ,wither and fir11 me to guide you through these trying times. event in order to wake you up and cause you to 

to decay; others shall spring forth in response Your world is being starved for the search deeper for your answers. 

to the New Energy, but ALL shall be set to things that provide sustenance at all levels. Your Higher Self (the SOUL you) will pull 

truth.... Ones are becoming restless as to what it is that in to you the necessary experiences that you 

“There shall shortly come into thy is happening (or about to happen) to them at need in order to fulfill your purpose for going 

attention a bow stretched across thy heavens this time. This restlessness is, in part, due to the down there in the first place. If you have agreed 

such as Earth man has never seen before in all imminent changes that are trickling into the to participate in order to balance out past indis- 

of his memory, for the translation of a planet consciousness of the masses. cretions, then you can EXPECT to be faced 

comes but once from third to fourth The restlessness is also due to the fact that with similar circumstances to those with 

perception-but once! The bow across the sky ones know Truth when they hear it. This means which you had difficulties in the past. You 

shall be magnificent in color and shall ema- that ones sense, at some level, that they are should expect to be faced with the kinds of 

nate musical sounds that shall come to the ear being lied to. This causes ones to not trust one challenges that “tripped you up” before. This is 

of all men, and they shall know a calling; they another for each can sense the Truth. Each can part of the rebalancing that will free you from 

shall know a love; they shall know a duty-and discern whether or not the person they are the self-imposed karmic guilt and will lead you 

they must be prepared unto that day, chelas of interacting with is indeed duped, along with the into a higher level of awareness and under- 

the words of truth. Man must be prepared by rest of the masses, or ifthey have insights which standing. 
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You each would be wise to take a humble, 

self-introspective look at what it is that you 

resist in the way of accepting change on a 

personal level. You all are in a battle, at 

some level, with the acceptance of the next 

higher step in responsibility, regardless of 

who you are or where you are this day in terms 

of growth. 

You are each provided with the individual 

insights that you need in order to see that you 

have a choice before you. Note: I did not say 

that the answers lie before you. I said a CHOICE! 

When you are faced with a choice, do you 

effort to reason out each option as to long-term 

potential impact on your personal growth, or 

do you go for the short-term gratification of 

the physical comfort? 

When you find yourself angry with someone 

or a set of circumstances, do you look first for 

a means of retaliation or do you look first for a 

means of forgiveness? 

The retaliation approach MAY provide you 

with a measure of short-term gratification, but 

the forgiveness approach will provide you with 

a long-term peace as well as avoiding the gen- 

eration of future guilt. 

We who are your Elder Brothers have walked 

the path upon which you now experience. We 

have faced the trying challenges of the 

physical and have been successful in overcom- 

ing the self-imposed restrictions of the mind. 

You may take these messages and use them, 

or discard them, as you wish. We, as Messen- 

gers of God, are sent to provide you with the 

insights that your inner self desires. What you 

DO with them is YOUR choice. May you act in 

wisdom while considering all your options 

prior to discounting that which you have a hard 

time accepting as real: 

We are Messengers of Truth! We counsel 

directly with Creator Source and act within the 

Wisdom of that Counsel and Guidance. 

How could we fulfill our purpose if we 

just sat around and did NOTHING? “Messen- 

ger” implies communication! We must have 

means of communicating directly with you ones, 

else we cannot carry out our purpose. Remem- 

ber that all-important inner voice. 

Allow for the inner voice within to guide 

you. Be cautious and keep the Adversary (that 

which is in opposition to Creator out of 

the mental and emotional energy space in which 

you function. Ma?y a great entity has stumbled 

due to the ‘trickery and subtle nature of the 

adversary. Be respectful of your enemy, else he 

will “mop the floor” with you. 

You can be more today than you were 

yesterday, but only if you get up and move 

forward. Or, you can lay there in your stagna- 

tion and embarrassment, waiting for all the 

stumbling blocks to be removed. They will not 

be removed until YOU remove them! 

Allow for the input from Higher Source to 

flow through to ,your conscious understand- 

ing-from whatever direction may be effec- 

tive. For instance, insights may come from 

complete strangers who are guided to do or say 

something that they themselves don’t even un- 

derstand. Or, a small child may even have an 

inspired insight for you, if you but listen and 

pay attention to the circumstances. Again: you 

have to choose for yourself what you DO with 

the “Helping Hand” once such is presented to you. 

Be not long in your deciding that you can 

get back up and take another step forward. 

Then hold in your heart and in your mind that 

which you have experienced and learned, and 

take the next step forward. Set as your goal the 

understanding of who you really are-if you 

can see no other goal to work toward-and 

persist through the challenges that may have 

you stumbling again and again. Soon you will 

see that you have learned to recognize and 

overcome the stumbling blocks and their subtle 

clues that are ALWAYS there for you to see if 

you but look and pay attention. 

The answers are there that will satisfy the 

long-term restlessness that you feel, but you 

have to come into the realization of and recog- 

nition of those answers FOR YOURSELF, and 

in your own unique way. What may work quite 

well for one may not work at all for another. 

Remember: you are EACH a unique aspect of 

Creator’s thought projections and you will 

EACH return to Creator on your own UNIQUE 

path. 

May this writing find understanding within 

your heart, wherein lies the restlessness that 

calls out for assistance. 

. I am Lord Michael, come in the One Light of 

Creator God as a Messenger of Truth so that 

His promise to you is fulfilled. 

With love and respect, blessings to you 

ALL! 

This Journal is a manual for living the life 
>lessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, 
yet offers gentle direction filled with compassion 
jeyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful 
yet, together, they form a team of one. The Masters 
Sfer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s in- 
lrolvement and will, our journey home, the Greater 
Wision. The messages resonate as musical chords 
within the very soul essence,. The words shared 
renew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a 
ieeper meaning. 

A few Of The Important Topics Covered 

* Who Is Telling The Truth? 

* The Laws Of God 

* The SEVEN RAYS OF LIFE 

Cults Churches 

Truth And The Laws Of Creation 

* Precious Ancient Knowledge, Preserved 

* From The “Star In The East” 

* Each Is Portion Of God 

* Immanuel And The Essenes 

* Time For Earth To Come Home 

* Covenant Of The BOW 

* Earth Is Special 

* Get Prepared For The First Strike 

* Calling Working Troops 

“Force” Not Of God 

* Trap Of The Human Ego 

* Astral Plane Cancellation 

Melchizedek Blighted Through Evil Input 

* Gender Problems And Responsibility 
Healing Comes Through Mind 

+ Universal Law-Not Miracles 

* Christ Path Deliberately Hidden 

Preparation For Transmutation 

* No Secular Alliance 

* Children Are Of Primary Concern 
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Fmther,theparticularitemsinpointofaccusationswere 
written SPECIFICALLY in response to people who are ques- 
tioningouf‘beliefs” andwhoaregitlingorconsideringinput 
toEkkersandtoCONTAcTandaskedMinitiveandspecific 
response as to GOD and LIGBT and SOURCE information. 
PleasereferbacktoSec. 1, Sec.4, Sec.9,Sec. 10,Sec. 15,Sec. 
19above. 

Since there has not been any pro& save possibly by 
Us&p and/or Timothv Binder. George Green et al.. it is 

m 

About us&Y uw 
. WV-m a B 

n - -_ - COM;4cT, inclusive of the parties who were recipients of the 
1 above-mentioned writings now in dispute. 

TofurtherINSUREthatnoprofitsbemadebytheEkkers, 

v W-W u theproce&ofanytypewhichmighteveraccruewiIlnotbe 
acceptalbyMr.orMrs.Ekkerinanywaywhatsoevcr. 

2/2/97 #l HATONN 

As to the ongoing lawsuits with US&P, there are items I 
must take up at this sitting. I see several ways to go-right 
from YOUR CONsITruTIONS, both the U.S. AND Califor- 
nia. Since the Constitution of the State of California (l&49) 
is taken DlRECTLY from the U.S. Constihttion, I see several 
causes of protection. 

HABEAS CORPUS: Cause to be presented the DAM- 
AGED PARTY-Get the ‘body” into court. Further, a person 
has a Constitutional right to CONFRONT his accuser-get 
the plaintiff INTO COURT TO PROVE HIS ALLEGA- 
TIONS and OUTLAY HIS DAMAGES. 

Sec. 3, Article I. (Declaration of Rights): 
The right of trial by jury shall be secured to ALL, and 

remain inviolate for ever; but a jury trial maybe waived by the 
parties, in all civil cases, in the manner prescribed by law. 
Dark demands a JURY TRIAL RIGHT FROM UPSTART. 

2) Sec. Ekkers also DEMAND and REQUIRE the court 
appoint them a LEGAL COUNSEL. 

AND, for this specific case: 
Art. 1,Sec. 1 &4: 1)Allmenarebynaturefreeand 

independent, and have certain inalienable rights, among 
which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty; 
acquiring, possessing and protecting property; and pursuing 
and obtaining safety and happiness. AND, 

4) The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession 
and worship, without discrimination or preference, shall 
forever be allowed in this state: and no person shall be 
rendered incompetent to be a witness on account of his 
opinions on matters of religious belief; but the liberty of 
conscience, hereby secured, shall not be so construed as to 
excuse acts of licentiousness, or just@ practices inconsistent 
with the peace or safety of this state. 

Now, let’s try Sec. 9: Every citizen may freely speah, 
write and publish his sentiments on aB subjects, being 

responsible for the abuse of that right; and no law shall be 

passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the 
press. In ail criminal prosecutions on indictments for 

libels, the tntth may be given in evidence to theJURY; and 

if it shall appear TO THE JURY that the matter charged 

as libelous is true, and was published WITH GOOD 

MOTIVES MD FOR JUSTIFIABLE ENDS, TEE 

PARTY SHALL BE ACQUITTED; AND THE JURY 

SHALL HAVE TEE RIGHT TO DETERMINE THE 

LAW MD THE FACT. 
Now, just in case you think that having a gathering of 

some kind to share ideas, cake and punch is unlawful or 
constitutes a “cult” of some kind: 

Sec. 10: ThepeopleshallhavetherightBeelytoassemble 
together, to consult for the common good, to instruct their 
representatives, and to petition the legislature for redress of 
grievances. [H: The only grievance I hear is that there are 

perhaps too many caiories in the cahes Doris tends to bring 

to the party.] 

Sec. 15:NopersonshallbeIMPRISONEDfordebt,inany 
civil action or mesne or final process, unless in cases of fraud; 
and no person shall be imprisoned for a militia fine in time of 

pea=- “MESNE”: Intermediate; intervening; the middle 
between two extremes, especially of rank or time. 

“MESNE ENCUMBRANCE”: An intermediate charge, 

Sincenoresponse,assuch,hasbeenpersonallyexpressed 

bythcoriginaIpartiesrequestingtheinformatio~itisnot 

burden, or liability.... 
known ifthose parties agreed or disagreed with the opinions 

stated regarding tksc subjefzts. It is known that ChiefMelford 
DEFINITIONS: from BLACK’S LAW DKT’.‘.ONARY, Okilo DOES AGREE AND EXPRESSED THAT THE 

Sixth Edition. 
Sec. 19: The right of people to he secure in their 

“FOUNDERS (RUSSELLS) ASKED THAT THE INFOR- 
MATIONASOFFEREDBYTBJ3vlBENGI’ONLYFREELY 

persons, houses,pupers and @rc&, unreasonable GIVEN BUT EXTENDED TO TIE? FOUR CORNERS OF 
seizures and searches, but on ptobabkcause, supported by TI-IB WORLD.” 
oath or affirmation, particularly describing the place to be 

This can also be attested to by one Eustacc 
Mullins who KNEW, WELL, TBE RUSSELLSandwitnessed 

searched, and the persons and things to be seized. 
I would think that photographs of Doris’ working space 

that this was their desire. The “reason for any copyright 

might well be utilized since you have boxes upon boxes of 

protection was to insure the information be kept true to the 

original presentations” . ..not to suppress distributionoruseof 
received, from readers, information-unfiled, unread, and the works or tiormation. 
uncopied under any cimumstan ccs. Doris doesn’t know from 

where these papers come after “boxing” them or “stacking” 
I personally find it totally amazing that these particular 

them haphazardly about the area. As we sit here today Doris 
writings are under “contempt charges” since they are 100% 

does NOT have ability to list by title the books in point. If“I” 
and totally related to the subject (religious expression, as you 

utilize any material, it would not necessarily be recognized by 
might detine them) of GOD, TRUTH, RELIGIOUS CON- 

her in one way or another. 
CEPTS, AND OF GOD, “WHO AND WHAT IS GOD”. 

Many readers send UNMARRED 

copies of information as was the fact in the first causes of 
Now, if you wish further cover as to “religious” RIGHTS, 

let it be known that both E.J. and Doris Ekker are, and have 
action regarding Mr. Green and Walter Russell. When people been for well over a decade, ordained CBRISTLAN ministers. 
send unmarked papers it is up to the responsible party, in this 
instance, the Publisher of subsequent work, to obtain permis- 

And, let it be further expressed that a recognized EXPERT 

sions, permits or proper procedural documents. 
WITNESS in the subjects of “religions” and “spirituality” did 
in fact identify in his first summation that this belief consti- 

A regular “letter” is received unsolicited from US&P 
addressed to Mr. E.J. Ekker at the Ekkers’ residence. 

tutes what appears to be a form of religiondut that there is 
This 

newsletter type of mailing prior to recently has shown “Non- 
no comparison to a “church” and he did in fact have difliculty 

Profit” status as to mailing “stamps”. The most recent edition 
fully classifying Dharma’s ability. Dharma performed intri- 

of the letter contains information that Chief Melford Okilo is 
cate scientitlc experiments in front of a group gathered for Dr. 

US&P President and CEO. 
Kliever’s evaluation, with her eyes tightly covered. It is far 

This is as recent as “1996 less imaginative to realize that she can write at a keyboard 
Chrishnus Message”. It is also known by the accused parties through “touch” or speak without seeing about her. Is Doris 

that Dr. Okilo gave PERMISSION IN WRITING to Dr. 
Young of CONTACT, for use of materials. 

some sort of weird enigma? No, she is exactly like everyone 
else who has ability to think, reason and be human. 

The Ekkers, the CLC, and others are very impressed with the good intentions of the many 

persons who, we have just been informed, have come forth as “receivers” and placed 

themselves in possible jeopardy for transmitting the works of Walter Russell. 

The Ekkers relate that this is nice to know that they have such friends and they are truly 

grateful, but they urge that the letters should not be sent to the offices of Mr. Seymour and Mr. 

Buchanan, or to any Federal Agency. The receivers can continue to send them to Gene Dixon 

of the Constitutional Law Center, if they so desire, for possible later use. 

Thanks again. 

The CLC 
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Is her attitude that life isetemal, life is precious, life stems as is the Principia Muthematica by Newton and translated by Judge once told Mr. Horn, personally, about these people, 
from the IDEA OF GOD expressed, so much more TER- Voltair, and so too is the World Afmanac copyrighted, while Ekkers, who had to defend themselves in the property case “in 
RJBLE than is JASON BRENT’S MENSA EVALUATION presented by many authors. We also have use of all dictionar- pro per”, that “Mr. Horn, this is still the United States and 
THAT THE WORLD NEEDS DEPOPULATION AND ies, evenBIuck’sLawDictitinaty. And,iftheaccusationis“no there is STILL A CONSTZTUTION and these people have 
THERE WILL BE NEED “TO KILL OFF THE YOUNG, credits”, we have testimony in Judge Coyle’s court where the RIGHTS, even if YOU do not .respect them.” This was in 
THE ELDERLY, THE INFIRM AND THE STUPID”? Since lawyers claim they don’t want.any morecredit fromthis source response to Horn’s shouting that Judge Brent had ORDERED 
this Jason Brent is in conspiracy and coalition with Steven attached to Dr. Russell or US&P. This before the court so it THESEPEOPLETOGET ALAWYERANDTHEYDIDN’T. 
Horn, George Green, George Abbott, David Horton, et al. can’tbetbat thecreditswerewithheld. The claimthenbccame (Facts are that they did TRY, but being given only 5 days 
(which must by enclosed documents be entered and filed with that Russell(s) got their information from God-not an E.T. during a four-day New Year’s holiday, the lawyer finally 
this court), it is assumed that we now deal with the and (‘?‘??) How do YOU classify God? Is He a terrestrial being? _ agreeing had problems missedshowing up incourt timely. 
expression of persons as to their opinions and allocations of Extraterrestrial? Just how is GOD classified that only a select She called but somehow “Judge Brent” didn’t seem to get the 
life vs. death. Since US&P the concepts, and the FEW can hold opinion about this Beidg? And ifyou hold the message. This wasonly ONEofMANY, MANYthings which 
persons, of Steven Horn (who they claim provided the depo- same belief as another-about God, is this not relative some- seemed to end up missing.) 
sition documents of one priest, Ed Cleary, it has to bc thusly what to “religion” wherein FREEDOM IS THE RIGHT IN How do you get justice back into the courts? That is very 
assumed that as the claim was given by the attorney for US&P EVERY CONSTITUTIONAL LAW WRITTEN? And, ifan difficult to say-but you start by GOOD MEN DOING SOME- 
that this document would be provided BY Steven Horn, and idea regarding God and RELIGION is expressed in a RECOG- THING-even if it is publicly stating TRUTH and backing it 
since the full document is affixed, that these parties are in NIZED university of public teaching-is not that informa- up with facts. So be it. 
coalition and conspiracy-actually to damage personally the tion, at the least implied as, a lesson for the use and Now, I realize that you now have Admiralty Courts and 

Ekkers and a paper utilizing some of Ekker’s work, the structuring of ideas by a student or observer? Is not the Maritime Powers. However, this case is in the FEDERAL 
CONTACT newspaper, which holds all legal rights to act as purpose of a UNIVERSITY to impart KNOWLEDGE accord- COURT domiciled in Fresno, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. There- 
and in accordance with., the regulations of Freedom of the ing to the teachings of that university and the cohans (profes- fore, as citizens of the great State of California and citizens of 

Press. sors) thereof? the (u)nited States of America, BOTH CONXl’ITUTIONS 

Steven Horn has responded indignantly to the ability of No indeed, we do not like Doris and E.J., Rick, Ed and ARE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT AS RELATIVE TO 
CONTACT, although having no connection with Ekkers, can Brent to have to stand in defense of their very freedom (US&P THESE DEFENDANTS, ALL. Since the plaintiff comes 
not be free to print information regarding him. This is absurd DEMANDS HEAVY FINES AND INCARCERATION OF from the great State of Virginia, it is reasonable that the 
as a paper doesn’t even have to print TRUTH-but CONTACT THESE PARTIES). But neither do we quake and quiver in Constitution of the U.S., if not the State of Virginia, takes full 
makes every eflort available to back every statement made, trembling fear that the Judge would be uninformed as to order authority in C&for& whereat the lawyers for US&P have 
with factual documentation-of which they hold boxes of this type of discipline while dangerous murderers, rapists, license to the Bar Association and are residents of the State of 
evidence proving the actions of all parties involved in this Satan&, and generally criminal lawbreakers are unattended California holding forth legal cause and actions before the 
singular case and many OTHERS as well. and set free DAILY from your overcrowded prisons and jails. Federal Court of the United States, District 9, Judge Coyle 

We, as publicly ACCUSED parties to CONTEMPT of How much damage could possibly be done to an institution presiding. 
Court, do absolutely and unarguably have the right to bring such as US&P by so highly recommending that people get Dr. Dharma, let us now get on with our ongoing topics of 

every shred of evidence to the press-including CONTACT, Russell’s works directly from that resource? But, in relative interest to the readers of our work. lf it is not enough 
and more specifically and importantly, personnel and man- comparison, how much damage do you think may have been protection to be able to stand on the Constitutional RIGHTS 

agement as well as “CONTACT” itself are NAMED AS done, even in South Africa, by Timothy Binder personally, protected under the U.S.A. and the great States therein, then 
GUILTY PARTIES WITHIN THE SUIT IN POINT. against these innocent people? readers, YOU ARE IN FAR WORSE TROUBLE AS CITl- 
Wherefrom do these accusers, who never are caused to even And should this writing bc kept out of the paper for some ZENS THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE. 
appear in court, find their self-righteous claims to being the reason of Fear? No, this is still America and an Appeals Court Good morning. 
overriders of the Constitutions ofthe United States of America 
and the State of California? I am sure that these same shelters 
of citizens will be found in the State’s Constitutions of Idaho, 
now Mr. Green’s placement; and Montana, Mr. Green’s just 
vacated residence; Colorado, both former and/or present 
residences of Green and Binder; Virginia, the location of 
Swanuanoa PALACE, an extravagant but rundown domicile 
of now+zallcd UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & PHILOSO- 
PHY but more recognized by any people of our acquaintance, 
if at all, as The Russell Foundation. 

This institution was, ifnot still, classified as “non-profit”, 
“tax free” (it claimed rights). It claims to extend itself to 
include SCHOOLS FOR EDUCATION wherein it SELLS, 
FOR MONEY, classes in Philosophy and in Science. How is 
it that a student cannot then USE THAT INFORMATION 
PRESSED UPON HlM BY HIS OWN UNIVERSITY? 

In direct response to Doris Ekker’s query in settlement 
discussions, “Does this mean I can’t write on this subject of 
God and Light?” Magistrate Beck, with witnesses present, 
said “Certainly not, it means you better not use those dia- 
grams any more.” Better than this, however, Ekkers, not 
WISHING TO SETI’LE BUT RATHER TARE THIS TO 
COURT, have in fact TRIED to abide ,by even the most 
outrageously restrictive ideas of such agreement of settlement. 
They were not provided with a copy of their final agreement 
so, at worst, they did not REALIZE or INTENTIONALLY 
violate any orders or other intended restrictions. Other than 
for advertising purposes in behalf of, and in service TO, 
US&P, the Monitoring people set forth to intervene in any 
recognized defamation or undue mention, and delete it from 
any type of PUBLICATION. 

I suggest &l re-read the papers in dispute and see if you 
can find nasty references of some kind to US&P and/or 
TIMOTHY BINDER Please also require that THE JURORS 
be required to read these documents separate and apart from 
any other documents to realize whether or not THEY recog- 
nize the content as being specific to ANYONE. Even the 
Bibles are copyrighted but we note that mankind uses and 

use of those books in point. Even Ring James I used 
verbatim the Bible and translated it, even incorrectly when it 
suited his wishes. This is, however, accepted use by writers, 
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Deutsche Bank, Storms And 
ghan provinces to Turkmenistan, was interrupted by 
the internal instability in Afghanistan. 

“The functioning of this route... will reactivate a 
historic link over which caravans carried on a lucrative 
exchange trade between the Indian Ocean littoral states 
and the then-Central Asian Khanates. Imperial Britain 
and Czarist Russia put an end to the route. But after the 

recent political changes in Central Asia, a need was felt 
to find a safe passage to the nearest seaport to resume 

the movement of merchandise. Pakistan has offered 
its rail, road and port facilities to create an effective 

transportation system.” ]H: This is trulv MORE 

IMPORTANT than just a roadwav. Yes, you might 
well know that it involves a lot of stuff, like OIL.] 

2/2/97 #1 HATONN 

AS JANUARY ENDS, 
WHERE ARE THINGS? 

ing red light, a phenomenon confirmed by researchers 
at Stanford’s Very Low Frequency Research Group who 
have measured the horizontal structure and dynamics 
of a NEW KIND of stratospheric lightning that scien- 
tists have named “elves”. [H: And just wherefrom in 

They are exactly where and what they ARE, no the Cosmos would such NEW waves come from? 

more and no less. Each person has a hundred or more Could it be GWEN, HAARP, etc.? The stratosphere 

balls in the air and no one dares sit or slacken pace. doesn’t ‘just” come up with new phenomenon with- 

The EIR person who regularly is in touch with E.J. out notice.] The new observations were reported by 

called to say, “If you liked the other material regarding Umran Inan, professor of Electrical Engineering, at the 
Africa, Bush, et al., then you will really like this next American Geophysical Union meeting in San Fran- 
information.” It seems to be about Bush and the British cisco. 

Crown, and Africa. We’ll get to that a bit later but The new measurements, obtained with a specially 

meanwhile we will go with some other things of which constructed device called the Fly’s Eye, confirm the 

you who are interested, and especially you who are prediction that these flashes take the highly UNUSUAL 
“bank” watchers, had best know. The Elite thieves are FORM of luminous rings that spread across the sky at 

getting ready to pull down Deutsche Bank in Germany speeds faster than light. 
and the banks in the Occupied Territories (West Bank In February 1996, the Stanford scientists predicted 

and Gaza Strip) and then, for you who watch the sky, that elves would have such a rapidly expanding ring- 

there newly witnessed information on storms. These like structure. They based their prediction on the 

things, especially the banking problems, are now be- assumption that the newly discovered phenomenon is 

ginning to touch on ones with whom we are in regular produced by powerful electromagnetic pulses gener- 
contact. ated by large lightning strikes. 

Ones in South Africa, for instance, such as the 

Pakistan and INDIA will hold talks on the passage 

of the proposed Indo-Iranian gas pipeline through 

Pakistan. Indian Minister of State for Petroleum T.R. 
Baalu said that “Pakistan had shown interest in a 
dialogue to sort out the imbroglio,” the Iranian paper 
Ettelaat reported Dec. 12. 

[H: These are just examples of things of which 

you MUST make connections if you are to be fully 
informed, even as to possibilities. The Arab world is 

fomenting, readers. The Occupied Territories are in 

a full DEPRESSION and the banks there, West Bank 

and Gaza Strip, are declining so rapidly.that they 

will probably totally fold. So pay close attention to 

the “whys”.] 

Oppenheimers and DeBeers Cartel had better look very 

closely as this bunch of crooks have delved into and 
siphoned off great sums from right under your noses. 

. ..Meanwhile. the Dec. 24 London Times said that 

the costs of the “breakdown in the peace process since 
the election of the Netanyahu government” are rising. 
“The main casualties have been projects that were still 
in their infancy. During the Rabin and Peres govern- 

ments, grandiose ideas were proposed at two re- 
gional economic conferences in Casablanca 
Amman. They included a Red Sea-Dead Sea canal, 

the comprehensive development of the Jordan Val- 

ley, and the sale of huge quantities of GAS from 

Egypt and the Gulf to Israel. \H: My, my, what 

CUTE games.] 

You don’t know anything is wrong until you start 
trying to change some of your investments. This is the 
time of folding up the remainder of the outreaching 
banks into one great big corrupt monstrosity for use as 

[H: And what about good old IRAN and TUR- 

KEY? You know, THAT Turkey who is involved 

with YOUR business and the business of the Kurds? 

Well, they are teaming up with your enemy, Iran.] 
control and having silently bled the investors. These 
are now paper chases as the gold assets are pretty much 
tied up along with the natural resources of all the 

nations to whom the Kissingers and Bushes have had Pakistan and Afghanistan have agreed to build a 
access. With both it will also be totally entwined with new highway link to Central Asia, wire. services re- 

the Crown of England or British aristocracy. ported on Dec. 19, 1996. Construction of the highway 
The following will be a series of quotes from Jan. will begin in January, and will go up to the border of 

10 issue of EIR. Turkmenistan. Pakistan has already delivered heavy 
machinery to the Taliban government to build a 60- 

(QUOTING:] mile portion of the road. The director general for 
Afghanistan and South Asia for the Pakistan Foreign 
Ministry, Arif Ayub, reported that this portion of road 
will link the Pakistani southwestern border town of 
Charman, with the southern Afghan city of Kandahar. 

Germany’s largest, has been downgraded by The next segment to be built will be a 240-mile highway 

Moody’s from a “AAA” rating to “Aal” . Moody’s from Kandahar to the Afghan border town of Torghundi, 
cited the bank’s shift, from primarily a commercial which is linked hy rail with Turkmenistan. 
lending bank to II WallStreet-style “investment bank”, The Pakistani newsnaner The News, a mouthpiece 
making its profits hcavify dependent on the bank’s for a faction of Pakistani intelligence, editorially en- 
financial trading, as a reason for the change. [H: dorsed the project, implicitly arguing for support of the 
This is the way they all “go? after Bush’s bunch has T&ban. “The 880-km-long Afghan highway.. . is move- 
been at work in this so-called “trading” program.] ment of vehicles between Central Asian cities and the 

port of Karachi,” it reports. “This is seen as the most 
viable roadway at the moment, till the Gwadar port 
[Pakistan port on the Arabian Sea] is developed to cater 
to ocean-going ships. This is the second effort being 
made to reach a settlement with Kabul on the route 

Turkey and Iran signed trade accords on Dec. 21, 
designed to double the trade between the two nations to 
$2 BILLION. The accord was signed near the end of a 
four-day visit to Turkey by Iranian President Ali Akbar 
Hashemi Rafsanjani. 

[II: You HAVE TO PAY ATTENTION! What all 

do you suppose you DON’T know about almost every- 

thing?] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

The above items I have called to your attention are 
things that should be looked at by specific ones trying 
to manage their affairs and find some really big prob- 
lems with both banks and countries with which they 
have formerly done very easy business. However, when 
a depositor tries to transfer or move assets, he may 
suddenly find that his original funds are gone-van- 
ished. 

which will help all the contiguous regional states-the 
five Central Asian republics, Afghanistan, and Paki- 
stan. The initial negotiations, which were preceded by 

What can be done? Well, not a lot, I suppose, in the 

usual sense of “handling” the bank and trying to come 

to a conviction of same, after which you still may not 
get funds. You can probably negotiate “ledger trans- 
fers” or whatever banks call their transactions, wherein 
they can transfer the “amounts in point” through wire 
or paper wherein what you might consider “cash” or 

Thunderclouds sport high-altitude halos of flicker- sending a test trade caravan through the western Af- “actual currency” transfer is not required. Banks, you 
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know, in any regulated circumstance, can leverag 
deposits to a massive extent and will usually requir 
advance notice for transfer or withdrawal of more tha 
agreed upon minimum amounts and time requirements 
If there is obvious loss from accounting or theft, the 
the problems are quite different in nature. It may bc 
however, that direct wire transfers from that bank t 
another bank whereat only value is required, say, t 
purchase collateral, the transfer can probably be easil 
made and worked out between banks. You are gettin 
into very high-level and somewhat unorthodox (but no 
illegal) “creative” financing. This is, however, nc 
necessarily unlawful or unorthodox other than to th 
original depositor whose usual “assumption” is that hi 
funds will be available on demand. But it may na 
necessarily be his legal right, due to corporation regu 
lations or bank agreements, to instantly and unilate1 
ally transfer funds exceeding an agreed-upon sum. 1 
would seem a more private and greatly more workabl 
attitude to cause the banks to transfer directly so tha 
“cash currency” is not an issue. 

This can be handled as purchase of collateral in th 
new banking corporation or within the banking system 
i.e., Federal Reserve, from one of their banks to an 
other. I The “value” equivalent is transferred, a suitabl 
form of collateral purchased, and then loans can b 
made against the collateral, OR, demand can &hen b 
made for currency availability. Since even interna 
tional banking regulations are about the same in con 
text, this should not present a problem but indeed ma 
well solve a great and unwieldy problem. You have t 
let your information, as you KNOW IT TO BE, guid 
your disposition and mode of operation in such in 

stances of non-compliance with personal or busines 
accounts. The alternative is usually a LOSS of funds t 
the depositor, e.g., the Savings and Loan debacle whit 
would include such practices as the above Deutsch 
Bank in Germany. If the funds are very large an 
exceed the amount of the ability for the bank to pay th 
depositor, the bank may be placed into receivership- 
but the assurance is that, likely in that mode of actior 
the funds will be lost (also). Receivership only AS 
SURES loss of funds to one extent or another in near1 
every instance. 

I am not a lawyer nor do I ever in all my existent 
plan to be counted among that crowd. Do I KNOW th 
law? Yes. However, since laws are no longer fa 
protection of “We-the-People” but rather, to protect th 
guilty, I suggest you negotiate for transfers, if at a: 
possible, by wire or ledger, from one bank to anothe 
and handle it the way the Elite handle their disgraceft 
business. 
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MARCHING TO 

Ifyou believe that a semi-secret organization can be 
powerfnl enough to seize control ofAmerica and the 
World is a crav ‘&w~ent of a mad-n mind and a BAD 
JOKE-THINK AGAINI ZOG is no myth: it is what _ 
has become *reulityn. DISBAELI: “The world 
governed by very different personages, from what is 
imagined by those who are behind the scenes.” 
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“In moving through this material referenced as 

a relationship between Communists, Zionists, and 

World Controllers, it is imperative that you be of- 

fered repeated tales of history and insight again and 

again to that which is confronting you. 

“Some of you will deny and denounce us for 

Kfering TRUTH-for YOU do not yet understand 

your terrible plight-you have been blinded and the 

intent is that you shall not see until too late to act. 

That is YOUR choice, readers. You can turn away, 

deny, denounce, cast stones, maim and kill in your 

denial-and it will not change one iota of the Truth 

of it. 

“You who think you are some kind of ‘Chris- 

tian’ are NOT. You, worse, who think yourselves to 

judea;. Jews under the rights of passage of God- 

ARE NOT! YOU ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE! I 

cannot force you to SEE, much less understand that 

which you see-but the insight will blast upon you 

as will the nuclear war coming down sooner than 

you can imagine.” -HATONN 

Some important topics discussed are: 

*Historv Of Bolshevism 

*Spelt Grain & Bread 

*Behind Communism, The Persecution Myth 

*The Jew In EuroDe (Manv Were 

Expelled) 

*Russian Mock Nuclear Hit On U.S. 

*Many U.S. Traitors Named 

*Propaganda In The Movies. 

“WE ARE NOT A PATRIOT GROUP--WE ARE 

NOT A ‘GROUP’ OF ANY KIND. WE ARE 

EFFORTlNG TO DO A JOB (A MISSION) 

WITHIN TEE ASSIGNMENT OF FIOSTS INTO 

A CHANGING ERA OF EXPRESSION-TEE 

TRANSITIONINTOTEISRADIANCEWILL‘GE’I* 

MOST OF YOU, AND OURS I!3 TO LEAVF, A 

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTATION OF ‘WHAT 

HAPPENED’. We will always do the best we can to fill 

your needs and desires as to offerings--but we 

compromise NO ITEM OF TRUTH TO PLEASE ANY 

MAN. ThisishardforourworkersinthefocusonTHE 

LIES. Icanonlyaskthatyougotothe end ofthis 

Journal and read what one, Rosenthal, had to say about 

you, the masses and ‘them’, the Elite. GOD WAlTS- 

BUT NOT MUCH LONGER! )( -HATONN 

A few of the topics discussed are: 
*Though& On Freedom 
*Liberty Vs. Slavery 
*Saint Germain’s Role In The Signing 

Of The Declaration Of Independence 

*A Tax Recovery SCAM 
*Disarmament-Soviet Style 
*Our Troublesome WHITE Community 

, 

*Encounter With Two KGB Agents 
*Zionist 0ccuDation Government’s “2OG”s Tremea 
dous Power&Control Of ALL Media 
*ZOG: A CANCER That Has Infected Our CuL’ure - 
*Midwest Floods Created & Man. 
*Life As We Know It Will Be Snuffed Out SOON. 

TRUTH FROM THE 1 

If you know not the players in the game-team which 

opposes that which youfind to be “right” and Yruth “- 

you cannot consider the winning of the match. It is 

anpleasant to realize self has been duped and made the 

fool-it takes MEN (generic term) OF GREATNESS to 

confront that whick IS for what it IS and rise-up in 

strength to overcome and reclaim rightful ownership of 
propertyde it physical or SPIRITUAL. How 

MEN (generic term) OF GREATNESS MIGHT THERE BE? 

80 

- - 9 

A 
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Excerpt from CONTACT 12/31/96, by HATONN, [quoting:] 
I repeat something here: If you had 4 eight-ounce glasses of hydrated Melloream and two regular-size slices of Spelta whole grain bread a day, you would 

produce a perfectly healthy adult body. That body would be slim, trim and muscled. Even though Melloream contains some dairy products, it is totally digestible 
to even you more critical cases of refusal of milk as a food. 

Some products are not “ours” to either advertise or speak of too abundantly because all sorts of regulations prevent us from saying much more than you 
“probably won ‘I perish from use of the product”. Any kind of positive “claims” simply are not allowed-period. 

I have asked the producer of the product to set up a supply of this product in its original formula (and no, substitute products are NOT acceptable in exchange 
for I know nothing about substitutes and this particular product is an “original” which has since been changed-for the worse, I hastily add). 

So, if you want to enhance such as Melloream (which, by the way, substitutes for ALL requirements for dairy products if you have allergies and digestive 
problems), you need to know a few things. 

1. Take multivitamin tablets, add minerals and other supplements and crush them. Dissolve what will dissolve in a small amount of water so that you 
now have drops for use. 

2. For a HALF GALLON mix of Melloream in a shaker bottle, blender or whatever you use for mixing, add 5 to 7 drops of the vit./min. mix as above 
(No. 1). 

3. Add 5 drops of Gaiandriana to that mix. When well blended-VORTEX for at least eight (8) times turning of your vortex bottles. This will remove 
all negative taste from the vitamin drops and homogenize the solution. I still suggest shaking the mixture at use but that is, of course, up to you. The point, 
however, is to get the most you can from EACH amount taken in. Even for a family with children drinking a lot of milk, this is a “near miracle” substitute 
and will end up costing you no more, at worst, than purchased processed milk [approx. 2 cents per ounce]. And, your children will stop having slimy noses 
all year. 

4. You will find all sorts of wonderful things “seeming” to happen. One is an almost immediate soothing of intestinal inflammations. Another is a 
lessening in the pain of such things as arthritis. If you add extra ZINC you will find, possibly, a full remission of arthritis. The point is, readers, you can 
evaluate for selves what you ADD to your Melloream. 

If you wish to do this with simple powdered milk, you will find an enhancement of flavor if you simply VORTEX the mixed milk. 
ALWAYS ADD A MINIMUM OF 3 DROPS OF FOOD-GRADE (35%) HYDROGEN PEROXIDE PER HALF GALLON TO INSURE WATER THAT HAS 

NO MICROBIAL INFECTIVE ORGANISMS-or use boiled water for mixing your drinks. Filtered water may well taste wonderful but you cannot insure 
microbe-free water with filtration. 

I will also go on record as saying that, if you like milk-you will probably like Melloream, as to flavor, better. If you don’t, you can mix it with any number 
of flavored extracts to make it more suitable to your particular taste-buds. 

[EJ Note: We were first attracted to Melloream because of its nutritional completeness, compatibility with spelt bread, and its long (now known to be longer 
than ten years) shelf life. For last ditch survival, please give that some thought.] [End of quote] 

MELLOREAM Beverage Powder 3.251b--3 lS.OO-Available from (SOO)NEW-GAIA(~~~-4242) 

Kit 

6ter l’s afie. The discovery made 6y Henry Coancfa in the 1920s showed that water flowing over any surface tends 

to cling to that surface. As the rivers flow, the water clings to rocks and soil picking up the minerals on its way down. 

AS the water picks up speed and goes around and over rocks, spinning in different directions, millions of vortices are 

formed. The swirling vortices produce electricity which has been measured in lab tests and reveals that this motion 

c&t&d=Kzed t\r\e mir\erals m&i-s them e&&y a.s~&&ie by tke ri&y . 

Patrick Flanagan carried on the research only to discover that these vortices can be duplicated by stirring or 

agitating the water. Dealing with a 4” diameter vortex, Flanagan lowered a thin, specially shielded wire electrode into 

the ,center of its vertical throat, being careful not to allow the wire to touch the water. By means of another electrode 

touching the water, he was able to record a charge of more than ten thousand volts emitted from its swirling water when 

the vortex was moving at approximately one thousand revolutions per minute. By drinking this water, it is said that 

the body’s cells gain a charge that can prevent them from clumping and aging quickly. 

New Guia offers a way to duplicate this vortex in your own home with the use of a simple inexpensive process. The 

kit they present contains two bottles, the vortex coupling with magnets and the simple instructions on how to create 

the vortex. The Rare Earth minerals offered by New Gaia in capsule form, would be a potent addition to break open 

and put into the water before the vortex procedure. The electrical energy created by the vortex action will thus 

colloidalize the minerals making them easy to assimilate. The colloidal minerals and electrically charged water 

potential make even the most common of waters alive with youth-offering properties. Order the Vortex Kit from New 

Gaia for $8. 

For complete article please refer to page 27 in the 7/2/96 issue of CONTACT. 

NEW-GAIA 
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